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Abstract

A series of calculations, using time-dependent density functional theory as imple

mented in the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program, have been carried out 

on 2,3-dialkynyl-1,4-diazabuta-1,3-diene palladium molecules and their complexes in 

order to determine their electronic excitation energies for comparison with experi

mental UV/Vis absorption spectra. A molecular orbital explanation is presented for 

the bathochromic shift which occurs when hydrogen is substituted for a dimethyl 

amino-group in the para position of the aryl rings of the free ligands. The near in

frared (NIR) absorption in the free diazabutadiene is found to be a HOMO^LUMO 

transition, and the bathochromic shift was found to be due to a destabilising an

tibonding interaction between the NjVMe2 Pvr and the aryl ring in the HOMO. It 

was found that palladium stabilises the LUMO and hence complexation reduces the 

HOMO-LUMO gap, causing a further bathochromic shift of the NIR absorption.

The bond energies of the diatomic halogens (F2-^ l2) have been studied, using 

the ADF program, to gain an understanding of why F2 has an unusually low bond 

energy. The low F-F bond energy was found to be the result of a lower than ex

pected electrostatic energy at the equilibrium bond length. This in turn is due to 

large electron-electron repulsion of F charge clouds. The gain in the electrostatic 

energy that occurs when the bond length is decreased from equilibrium is, however, 

outweighed by the increase in Pauli repulsion energy which is greater in F2 than in 

the heavier halogens due to the more rapidly varying orbital overlap.

The potential energy surface of the CIO4-HO2 reaction has been studied using the 

ADF program and the results compared with published data obtained using various



ab initio and hybrid-DFT methods. The reaction was found to take place either on 

a singlet surface to form HCl and O3 via a transition state, or on the triplet surface 

to form HOCl and 0 2 (^S) without any activation barrier being present. No other 

transition state besides the one mentioned above could be found due to a variety 

of computational problems. Similar problems occurred when using the Gaussian 98 

program, suggesting that DPT calculations on these type of radical reactions should 

be treated with caution.
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Abbreviations
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Chapter 1 

Theoretical and Com putational 

Considerations

In this thesis three different projects in the field of computational chemistry are 

presented; a study of the electronic transition energies in 1,4-diazabuta-1,3-diene 

compounds and their palladium complexes, a bond energy decomposition analysis 

of the X2 bond (X=F, Cl, Br or I) and finally a study of the potential energy surface 

of the CIO +  HO2 reaction.

The majority of the calculations in all three studies have been carried out using 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) and thus I will start by explaining the theory 

behind this methodology and the different DFT applications employed in the works 

presented herein. A short introduction to some ab initio methods used will also be 

given.

DFT is based on the electron density-dependent energy functional in contrast to 

most other electronic structure theories which contain the wavefunction dependent 

energy functional. Despite this, DFT has many similarities with traditional Hartree- 

Fock (HF) theory (particularly in the way in which it is applied to molecular systems)

1



since in the 1960s when DFT was developed, HF theory was already mature and so 

it made sense to follow a similar route to HF theory. Thus a brief introduction to 

HF theory will be given before introducing DFT. Some typical features of DFT will 

then be discussed and a description of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 

program will be given together with some of its applications.

1.1 Schrodinger Equation

The Schrodinger equation can be used to describe any molecular electronic system 

and is written as:

(1 .1)

where, in atomic units.

-\ N  - | M - |  N  M  ry N  N  -\ M  M  y  y

M  indexes the nuclei and N  the electrons. The first two terms in H  are the kinetic 

energy of the electrons and the nuclei. The other terms are the potential energy 

due to nucleus-electron, electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus interactions. The 

Laplacian operator, V^, is the sum of the differential operators

-  ''+A+A (1.3)dx^ dy“̂ dz^

Since the mass of a nucleus is so much greater than that of an electron, the nuclei 

are essentially stationary compared to the electrons. This leads to a first approxim

ation of the Schrodinger equation called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. If 

the nuclei are in a fixed position their kinetic energy is zero and the potential energy 

due to nucleus-nucleus repulsion is constant. The simplified Hamiltonian can thus



be written as
- l i V  N  M  Y  N  N  -I

^  =  +  (1.4)
^  i = l  i = l A = l  i ^ l j > i  ' Ü

and the energy obtained from this Hamiltonian is added together with the potential

energy from the nucleus-nucleus repulsion to obtain the total energy of the system.

To find the most accurate wavefunction all electronic structure theories employ 

the Variation principle to some extent. The Variation principle states that the exact 

energy can only be found if the exact wavefunction is used and any other energy is 

higher than the real energy, i.e.

W H \ ^ )  >  (^ o l^ l^ o) (1.5)

with ^ 0  being the exact wavefunction.

To find this exact wavefunction, the functional E[^] needs to be minimised by 

searching through all acceptable V-electron wavefunctions.

Eo = p in  =  p in  (iff |T +  Vm +  K e|^) (1.6)\ÿ—►yv ^—►yv

An acceptable wavefunction has to be quadratic integrable and continuous every

where. Added to this is the criterion of antisymmetry on interchanging two electrons, 

to obey the Pauli exclusion principle.

^ ( f i ,  ^2,. . ., Xi ,  X j , . . . , X n ) =  ^2, . . . , X j ,  f i ,  . . . , X n ) (1.7)

1.2 H artree-Fock A pproxim ation

Since it is virtually impossible to go through all acceptable ^-electron wavefunctions 

to find the minimum energy and hence the exact function, a subset is created. To 

do this, most wavefunction based quantum chemical methods make use of the HF 

approximation.



The wavefunction can be approximated by a Slater determinant of N  one-electron 

wavefunctions called spin-orbitals or molecular orbitals (MO’s), ÿ (f), where the 

columns represent the spin-orbitals and the rows represent the electrons.

^ 2(^2) . . .
(1.8)

01 (^w) 4>2{̂ n ) . . .  (j>N{^N)

The spin-orbitals have to be orthonormal, i.e. they have to be orthogonal in space 

and normalised so that the probability of finding an electron in the orbital is unity. 

They can be approximated as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) or 

basis functions, %,

(1.9)
7=1

where Cyi is a coefficient and b is the total number of functions required to represent 

0*. The basis functions will be discussed further in section 1.5. The spin-orbitals 

are the only flexible part in the Slater determinant and are therefore the part that 

is varied to obtain the lowest energy of the subset. This is done through the use 

of the Lagrangian multipliers, leading ultimately to the HF equation which may be 

written as

/ i 0 i =  £i0 i z =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  AT (1 .1 0 )

Here the Lagrangian multipliers, e*, can be seen as orbital energies and Koopmans’ 

theorem states that Si is the equal to the negative of the ionization energy, —7̂ . The 

Fock operator can be expressed as

1 M y

^  A ' iA



The first two terms are the kinetic energy of the electron in the z-th spin-orbital 

and the potential energy due to electron-nuclei attraction. The last term is the 

HF potential which allows the electron-electron repulsion to be accounted for in 

an average way by a simple one-electron operator instead of the complicated l / r i 2 

operator. The HF potential is expressed by

Vhf(^I) =  -  Kj{xi))  (1 .1 2 )
j

J  is the Coulomb operator and can be seen as the potential an electron in spin-orbital 

4>i experiences due to the average charge distribution of an other electron in spin- 

orbital (f)j. K,  the exchange operator, does not have a simple physical interpretation 

(there is no classical analogue) but arises from the antisymmetry requirement.

To solve the HF equation, one has to use iterative methods. First, a set of basis 

functions, Xy &re chosen together with initially guessed coefficients, Cy%. These are 

used to calculate J  and K  which in turn are used to determine the Fock operator, / .

The Fock operator and the basis functions are then used to solve the determinant

det{Fzy — EiSzy) = 0 (1.13)

where Fz y  are the elements of the Fock-matrix given by

F z y  =  i X z \ f O - ) \ X y )  (1-14)

and S z y  is the overlap matrix given by

S z y  =  i X z \ X y )  (1-1 )̂

This will then give values for Si that can be input into the Roothaan-Hall equation

b
^yi{Fzy ~ Ê iSzy) =  0  (1-16)

5



to give new coefficients, c^. This cycle is repeated until neither Si or Cyi are improved 

compared to the previous cycle. The final coefficients, Cyi are used to obtain which 

can be used to calculate the total energy of the system. This method is called the 

self-consistent field (SCF) method.

1.3 H istory  o f  D F T

DFT dates back to the 1920’s when Thomas and Fermi first suggested that the 

ground state energy can be expressed in terms of electron density (see ref 1 and ref

erences therein). This has the advantage that the density is only dependent on three 

spatial variables, independent of the number of electrons in the system, whereas the 

wavefunction is dependent on three spatial variables and one spin variable for each 

electron in the system.

This Thomas-Fermi model is based on a uniform electron gas, similar to a metal, 

in which no exchange and correlation effects are taken into account.

ETF[p{f^] = Z J  ^ d r  +  (1.17)

The kinetic energy is harshly approximated whereas the nucleus-electron and electron- 

electron repulsion are treated in a classical way. Thomas and Fermi could not prove 

that it was physically correct to describe the energy in terms of the electron density, 

but it seemed reasonable.

In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn proved that the ground-state electronic energy can 

be determined completely by the electron density, p.

E\p]=T\p] + V J j^ ] + V ^ M  (1.18)

E[p] is the total energy, T[p] the electronic kinetic energy, Ke[/o] the electron-electron



interaction energy and Vîie[p] is the nucleus-electron interaction energy. The first the

orem of Hohenberg and Kohn states that the external potential is a unique functional 

of the electron density and since the external potential determines the Hamiltonian, 

the ground state is a unique functional of the electron density. Their second theorem 

shows the validity of the variation principle for the energy, based on the electron 

density instead of the traditional wavefunction. These two theorems became the 

basis of modern DFT and Kohn later (1998) shared the Nobel Prize in chemistry 

for his contributions to DFT.

Kohn and Sham suggested a few years later that the total electronic energy of a 

system can be written as

^ [ p ]  — ^non-int[p] J [ p ]  +  Ke[p] +  E x c [ p ]  (1 19)

where the first term represents the kinetic energy of a fictitious system with non

interacting electrons that has the same density as the real interacting system, J[p] 

accounts for the Coulombic interaction between electrons and Vne is the potential 

energy due to nucleus-electron interactions. The first three terms of equation 1.19 

can be calculated exactly whereas the last term, the Exchange-Correlation energy,

ExcIp] =  {T[p\ — T n o n - in t [p ] )  +  ( ^ e e [ p ]  “  J[p\) =  ^ c [p ]  +  ^ n c l[p ]  ( 1 . 2 0 )

can only be approximated. The non-classical potential energy, E^d, contains the self

interaction energy due to the difference between the hypothetical and true kinetic 

energy as well as the exchange and the correlation energy, i.e. the non-Coulombic 

part of the electron-electron interaction.

Just as for the Hartree-Fock approximation, the variational principle is applied 

and orbitals are determined through iteratively solving the Kohn-Sham one-electron
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equation

where the effective potential, Ues, is given by:

^eff( 0  — /  2 +  Vxc(^i) — (1 .2 2 )

The effective potential is chosen such that the ground state density of interacting 

electrons, P o { f )  is

P o { f )  =  ' t T , M r , s ) \ ^  (1.23)
i s

The first approximation in DFT comes from the potential due to the exchange- 

correlation energy, Vxc- If the exact form of Exc  and Vxc (its functional derivative) 

were known, then DFT would be in principle exact. This contrasts with HF theory 

in which the Slater determinant docs not represent the real system but is just an 

approximation.

1.4 E xchange-C orrelation Functional

Since the only term in the Kohn-Sham equation that can not be stated exactly is the 

exchange-correlation (XC) functional, this is where the emphasis on improvements 

must lie. Currently there is no structured way to improve these functionals as there 

is no clear way of knowing what works and what doesn’t. However, there are some 

general features of successful functionals and they will be discussed here.

It is customary to treat the XC energy as two individual terms, the exchange 

term and the correlation term. The basis for the XC-functionals is to view them 

as representing a uniform electron gas. This means that the electrons move on a 

positive background and that the system in total is neutral. The number of electrons.



N, and the volume, V, are considered to approach infinity and the density, N / V  = p, 

is constant everywhere. The constant density is far from true in most molecular 

systems where the electron density usually changes rapidly, but the uniform electron 

gas is the only system for which the exchange and correlation functionals can be 

solved exactly or at least to very high accuracy.

The simplest form of XC-functional is the local density approximation (LDA). 

The XC energy, can be written as

Ekc^[p] = j  p{f)£xc{p{f))dr (1.24)

^xc(p(0) is the XC energy per particle. If the spin is taken into account the XC- 

energy is instead given by

E k c ^ \ P a , P i 3 ]  =  J  p ( f ) s x c { P a ( r ^ , P i > { ' > ^ ) d r  (1.25)

The exchange part, £x, can be expressed by the Slater X^ exchange

Q Q 1/3
gx =  (1.26)

O 7T

where a=2/Z  corresponds to a uniform electron gas.^

The most widely used functional for the correlation part, 6c, is the functional 

developed by Vosko, Wilk and Nusair, which employs an analytical interpolation for

mula.^ This functional, denoted VWN, is often combined with the Slater exchange 

functional, S, to give the SVWN XC-functional.

If the information about the density is not only obtained from the density at a 

particular point, but also from the changes in density through the gradient, Vp{f),

the electron gas is no longer homogenous and changes in the electron density can

be taken into account. Functionals that include the gradient are called Generalised
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Gradient Approximations, GGA, and their general expression can be written as

=  j /(/5a,P/3, Vpa, Vp/3) (1.27)

The number of GGA functionals available is extensive and new functionals are 

constantly appearing. However, some of the most commonly used functionals for the 

exchange part are Becke’s 1988 functional (B88  or just B),^ and Perdew and Wang’s 

1986 or 1991 functional (PW 8 6x, PW91x).^’® For the correlation part, Perdew and 

Wang’s PW91c functional is commonly used as is Lee,Yang and Parr’s (LYP)^"^ and 

Per dew’s correlation functionals.^®

The obvious step up from GGA would be to include another variable in the 

XG-functionals. This has been done in the so called meta-GGA functionals. These 

make use not only of the density and its gradient as in GGA, but also of a third 

factor which often is the laplacian, i.e. the kinetic energy density.

^ m e ta - G G A  P/?] =  J  f { P a ,  P p ,  ^ P a ,  V p ^ ,  7 ^ ,  7 /? )  ( 1 - 2 8 )

These functionals have the computational setback that it is difficult to optimise 

the geometry due to the XG-potential often being non-local and orbital-dependent. 

Instead meta-GGA often acts as a post-GGA method and uses the orbitals determ

ined at the GGA level. This limits the use of meta-GGA functionals and they have 

not yet proved popular among users.

Another relatively new approach to the XG-functionals are the so-called hybrid 

functionals. These make use of a certain amount of the exact exchange energy that 

can be calculated from the Slater determinant of the HF approach, and apply ap

proximate functionals for the correlation energy and the remaining exchange energy. 

This method has proven very successful and has in many ways taken over from the
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traditional XC-functionals. One of the most commonly used hybrid functionals is 

the B3LYP functional which uses the BeckeSS exchange and the LYP correlation as 

the approximate functionals.^^

1.5 B asis Sets

To describe molecular orbitals all ab initio and density functional methods in prac

tice rely on the selection of appropriate basis sets. The MOs are thus unknown 

functions expanded in a set of known functions (the basis set). A basis set is com

plete (has the best single determinant wavefunction that can be obtained) if an 

infinite number of functions are used, as the unknown MO function can then be 

expanded exactly from an infinite set of known functions. This leads to a trade-off 

between calculation time and accuracy. Since a complete basis set is impossible in 

practice, there will always be an absolute error in the calculated result. Therefore 

the primary goal is to make the error as small and consistent as possible. The num

ber of functions needed has to be selected for the user’s requirements, but because 

of the absolute errors it is meaningless to compare two molecules calculated with 

different basis sets.

The basis functions mainly used in the presented work are Slater Type Orbitals 

(STO). These are a collection of atomic orbitals that can be written as

0: = NYi^rn{0, (1.29)

where are the spherical harmonic functions where the subscript indicates the 

orbital angular momentum and magnetic quantum number dependence. N  is the 

normalisation constant, (  is the orbital exponent and r,6 and ip represent the polar 

coordinates.
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Another commonly used basis set type in electronic structure calculations is the 

Gaussian Type Orbital (GTO).

Xc,n.i,n.(r, e, y) =  iVYi,„(0, (1.30)

GTOs are generally less accurate than STOs, which better represent ‘real’ atomic 

functions, and approximately three times as many GTOs compared to STOs are 

required to reach the same level of accuracy. However, integrals involving 

dependence (GTOs) are easier to compute than those involving (STOs) because 

they are suited for analytical integration and hence GTOs dominate most ab initio 

codes. The computational implementation of DFT generally requires numerical 

integration for the XG potential and this makes the STOs a more appropriate choice 

than GTOs. The ADF code, used extensively in this work, uses STOs as its basis 

sets.

Basis sets can have different size and complexities. The larger the number of 

functions the more complex the basis set. The minimum number of functions to 

describe the electrons of a neutral atom determines the contents of the minimum 

basis set. For the first row in the periodic table this means two s-functions (Is, 2s) 

and one set of p-functions (2pa,, 2py and 2p^). The first step to improve the basis set 

is to double the number of functions leading to the first row element being described 

by four s-functions (Is, Is', 2s and 2s') and two set of p-functions (2p and 2p'). This 

allows a better description of the electron distribution, especially when the electron 

distribution is asymmetric, e.g. in a bond. This double basis set is called double zeta 

(DZ) where zeta (() comes from the exponent of the STO basis function. Usually 

the core electrons are kept as simple as possible and only the valence electrons are 

given the double basis set (split valence basis). The next levels are called triple zeta
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(TZ), quadruple zeta (QZ) and so on.

Polarisation functions, i.e. higher angular momentum functions, can also be ad

ded. p-orbitals can be used to polarise atoms with valence s-orbitals, d-orbitals 

for p-orbitals etc. The higher angular momentum functions make it possible to ac

curately describe fluctuations in the electron distribution around an atom which is 

essential in methods that include electron correlation. One single polarisation (P), 

added to a DZ basis set, forms a double zeta with polarisation (DZP). The next 

level is called double polarisation (2P) and so on.

Sometime these basis functions are not accurate enough and diffuse functions 

have to be used. Diffuse functions are basis functions with a small exponent and 

are needed when it is of importance to describe the valence electrons accurately, i.e. 

calculations of anions or excited states or polarisability-dependent properties.

1.6 C alculating E xcitation  Energies using T im e- 

D ependent D en sity  Functional T heory

The calculation of excitation energies with DFT is more complex than the calcu

lation of static ground state properties. The Kohn-Sham eigenvalues do not have 

any real physical meaning and thus Koopmans’ theorem does not exist in DFT. 

One method to calculate the excitation energies from the ground state density is 

the ASCF method but this is both time consuming and not very accurate. A re

latively recent development is the time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT), which allows 

the user to calculate a wide range of frequency dependent molecular properties such 

as van der Waals dispersion coefficients, frequency-dependent polarisabilities and 

hyperpolarisabilities, optical activities and Raman scattering intensities.^^ One of
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the most popular uses of TD-DFT is to calculate excitation energies and this will 

be described hered^’^̂

The range of molecules that can be used in TD-DFT calculations is comparable 

to those that can be calculated in the ground state SCF calculations, and linear 

scaling techniques have recently been developed to allow even larger molecules to 

be calculated using TD-DFT.

The basic equation behind time-dependent methods is the time-dependent Schrod- 

inger equation which is given by

È { r , t ) ^ { f , t )  =  (1.31)

Extending this to DFT, the Kohn-Sham time-dependent equation is

[ - ^ V -  =  i^4>i( r , t )  (1.32)

where the effective potential, Ueff(r, t) is given by

t )  =  Uext(r, t ) +  f  +  uxc(c t )  (1.33)
J T-\o

^ext(^, )̂ is the external potential, that is, the Coulombic field and, if present, any 

external field. Uxc(cO i® time-dependent XC potential. TD-DFT is, just as 

time-independent DFT, built on the direct connection between the density and the 

external potential. This was proved by Runge and Cross whose theorem states 

that the time-dependent density uniquely determines the external potential which 

in turn uniquely determines the time-dependent wave function. In contrast to the 

time-dependent HF equation which only takes into account the exchange effects, 

TD-DFT also includes all correlation effects and thus calculates excitation energies 

that are, in theory, exact.
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The excitation energy from the z-th orbital, can be obtained from an eigen

value equation

ÜFi =  ui^Fi (1.34)

where Fi is the single determinant of KS orbitals from which the oscillator strengths 

can be obtained. To begin, the determinant Fi has to be guessed. Q is given by

^iaajbr ~  ^aT^ij^ab^^aa îcr) T  ^ ^ia^iaajbryj{^br ^jr) (1.35)

where a and h refer to unoccupied orbitals whereas i and j  refer to occupied orbitals. 

(J and r  refer to the spin of the electron. 6^̂ , ôab and S(̂ r are the Kroneker delta 

that are l i i i  = j , a  = b, a = T and 0 otherwise. If K  is set to zero, the excitation 

energies are the difference between eigenvalues of occupied and unoccupied orbitals. 

This is has proven to be a good approximation and a good initial guess. K  is a. 

matrix that contains and can be divided into the Coulomb part and the XC part.

dfidf2 (1.36)= J  J  <(>i<7(n)0a<r(n) X

= j  J  [<l>ic{ri)<l>ac{ri) X fxh ( fi ,  r2 , bj)ipjr{r2 )<PbT{r2 )] d f id f 2 (1.37) 

/xc  is the XC kernel which determines the first-order change in the time-dependent 

XC potential due to the applied electric perturbation. In equation 1.37 cj indicates 

the functional’s frequency dependence and the exchange-correlation part of K  is 

therefore time-dependent.

1.7 R elativ istic  Effects

When a particle of mass, mo, moves with a velocity, i/, the actual relativistic mass, 

m, is given by the formula:

(1.38)
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From this, it can be seen that a slowly moving particle possesses an actual mass al

most equal to the rest mass whereas a quickly moving particle will have significantly 

increased mass.

In atomic units, the velocity of an electron in the Is shell of an atom is approx

imately equal to the atomic number, Z, which makes it clear that the heavier the 

atom is, the greater the relativistic mass increase will be of the electron. Therefore 

relativity needs to be included in calculations with heavy atoms to give accurate 

results.

The Bohr radius is dependent on the mass through 1/m, so when including 

relativistic effects the radius decreases as the atomic number increases. The result 

of this is that the Is-orbital is contracted. The outer s-orbitals are also somewhat 

contracted which has traditionally been explained as arising from the orthogonality 

constraint on the orbitals. However, it is now believed that the contraction of the 

higher valence orbitals is due to mixing in of higher energy orbitals. A more 

compact s-orbital results in a more effective screening of the nuclear charge which 

in turn affects the orbitals with higher angular momentum, p-orbitals are mainly 

unaffected but d- and f-orbitals become radially more extended.

To include relativistic effects, the particle has to be described using four coordin

ates, three in space and one in time. The time-dependent Schrodinger equation 

contains second-order partial derivatives with respect to x, y and z but first-order 

with respect to t which is not relativistically correct. To solve this problem Dirac 

produced an equation which treats all four space-time components as first-order.

—ich —  -|- Œy —  +  j  +  (3mc^ -\-V{x^y^ z) ^  =  (1.39)

OLx̂ OLŷ az and (3 are 4x4-matrices. This leads to the requirement that ^  has to
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be a four-component column vector and thus there are in principle four solutions 

to equation 1.39; two giving a positive energy with a solution corresponding to a 

particle of mass rUe and charge +e, and two giving a negative energy with a solution 

corresponding to the same mass as the other two but with charge —e. The two 

negative energy solutions correspond to the two possible spin states of an electron. 

The positive energy states correspond to positronic wave functions, hence Dirac 

predicted the existence of the positron, which was discovered a few years later (1932) 

by Carl D. Anderson.

To include the entire four component Dirac equation in a study of molecules of a 

reasonable size, is practically impossible. It is more common to derive atomic basis 

sets using the Dirac equation, and then on a molecular level to use for example 

the quasi-relativistic Pauli formalism^^ or the zeroth order regular approximation 

(ZORA).i»

The Pauli formalism is based on the approximation that E  — V  2mc^. How

ever, at a certain distance close to the nucleus, this approximation does not hold 

due to the electrostatic energy, V, becoming more negative.

The ZORA approach, which usually give more accurate results than the Pauli 

formalism, expands the energy in E/{2mc^ — V) and makes use of the approximation 

E  <C 2mc^ — V. This holds even close to the nucleus.

As noted above, the Dirac equation directly includes the electron spin, thus 

allowing the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in relativistic calculations. SOC 

stems from the interaction of an electron’s magnetic moment due to the spin angular 

momentum, with the magnetic field that is generated by its own orbital motion, the 

orbital angular momentum I. This interaction is dependent on the total angular 

momentum j  which can take the values j  =  / ±  | .  The spin-orbit coupling increases
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as the nuclear charge increases and decreases as I increases. When the spin-orbit 

coupling is weak the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme can be used but fails for 

heavier molecules where the coupling is greater. For those molecules the jj-coupling 

is more appropriate.

1.8 T he A m sterdam  D en sity  Functional C ode

The Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) package is a Fortran program based on 

the Kohn-Sham approach to DFT, and offers a wide range of functionalities such 

as geometry optimisation, frequencies, excitation energies etc.^^^^ It is developed 

by the Theoretical Chemistry groups of the Vrije University in Amsterdam and 

Groningen University, the Netherlands, and University of Calgary, Canada.

ADF uses STOs as basis functions to generate the atoms. The fragment approach 

to build up a molecule in ADF will be described in detail in section 1.8.2. ADF 

supports many XC-functionals (LDA, GGA and meta-GGA) but since it is a pure 

DFT program, no hybrid-DFT functionals are available.

Relativistic effects are offered either through the Pauli formalism or the ZORA 

approach (see section 1.7) and solvent effects can be taken into account through the 

GOSMO algorithm that has been implemented via GEPOL93 (see section 1.8.1).^^

1.8.1 T h e C onductor-like Screen ing M od el o f  Solvation

The computational description of molecules in a vacuum or in the gas-phase that 

has been developed over the past several decades now allows us to carry out cal

culations and make predictions with high accuracy. However, the techniques for 

computationally describing systems in solution are not as well developed. Even so.
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it is greatly desirable to be able to include solvent effects. Many physical properties 

alter in a solvent system and it is therefore important to be able to calculate these 

with just as high an accuracy as for systems in the gas phase.

To accurately describe the solute molecule in a solvent on the molecular scale is 

difficult, mainly because of the many solvent molecules around the solute molecule 

that not only interact with the solute but also with each other. There are a number of 

different approaches to describe the solvent/solute system. One such approach uses 

a dielectric continuum model, with a dielectric medium as solvent with permittivity 

£ and with the solute embedded in a cavity. A charge distribution is created at 

the interface between the solvent and the solute, where the solvent has the opposite 

sign of the charge distribution in the solute. One big problem is how to describe 

the interactions at the interface. Klamt has developed an algorithm known as the 

conductor-like screening model (COSMO) of solvation.^®“ ®̂ It aims not only to 

describe ellipsoidal or spherical surfaces but any arbitrary surface. To do this the 

surface is divided into a number of segments. Each segment possesses a center r^, a 

surface area and a charge q^. The solvation energy, E'®, is then given by

^ ^ \ R A - r ^ \  2 ^  \r^ -  r„|

E +  Z A 9nVi,{r)p{r)d'i
/i V u/i Y ""At M

where Za is the nuclear charge at R a - The solvation energy thus contains contri

butions from the nucleus-surface and the surface-surface electrostatic interactions 

(given by the first and second term respectively) as well as the electrostatic interac

tions within each segment (given by the third term). The final term represents the 

interaction between the electron density, p(r), and a surface in which the surface 

charge has been distributed with a potential
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ADF offers four different approaches to construct the surface in COSMO; WSURF, 

ASURF, ESURF and K L A M T . W S U R F  is the van der Waals surface (see fig

ure 1.1(a)), ASURF is the accessible surface, i.e. the surface generated by the centre 

of the solvent molecules rolling on the van der Waals surface (see figure 1.1(b)) and 

ESURF is the van der Waals surface that is accessible by the solvent molecules with 

cusps in the intersecting region (see figure 1.1(c)). KLAMT can be seen as first 

creating the ASURF surface and then subtracting the radius of the solvent.

(a) WSURF (b) ASURF 

F igu re  1 .1 : COSMO surfaces

(c) ESURF

The main concern in a calculation using the COSMO approach is to describe the 

surface interactions accurately which makes it important to use the correct solvent 

radius and van der Waals radius of the solute. Since the solvent is seen as a sphere 

in COSMO but in reality the shape of a molecule is often non-spherical, it can be 

difficult to choose the right radius. In this study the central carbon atom of the 

solvent (usually CH2CI2) was chosen as the centre of the sphere, and the solvent 

radius was calculated as the distance from the central atom to the atom furthest 

away, plus that atom’s van der Waals radius. Alternatively, the centre of mass, m  

can also be used as the centre of the sphere. The coordinates of the centre can then
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be calculated using:

mi rri2 m*
X : —  X x i-H-------X 3:2 . . .  -I--------Xim m  m

mi m2 , mi  , .
y  — —  X 2/1 H X 2/2 • • • H X y i  (1.41)m m  m

mi m 2 mi
Z — ----  X Zi -|----- X %2 . . . H--------X Zim m  m

1.8 .2  Z iegler-R auk E nergy  D eco m p o sitio n  Schem e

ADF defines the molecular bonding energy as the energy difference between the 

molecular fragments in their final position and at infinite separation. The com

position of a molecule in ADF starts with two unperturbed fragments or atoms, 

with electron density pa and p b , that are positioned in their final molecular posi

tion to give a superposition of fragment densities, Pa + Pb - The interaction energy 

between these fragments is the traditional electrostatic energy, long in

teratomic distances this energy approaches zero. As the fragments approach each 

other the electrostatic energy becomes more negative. This is due to the stabilising 

nucleus-electron attraction that outweighs the electron-electron repulsion. Accord

ing to general electrostatics and Gauss’ law, the electron-electron repulsion becomes 

smaller as the electron clouds begin to interpenetrate. Thus, the bigger the orbital 

overlap, the smaller the electron-electron interaction. At very short distances, much 

closer than the equilibrium bond distance, the nucleus-nucleus repulsion causes a 

significant destabilisation of the electrostatic energy.

The next step is to alter the superposition of electron densities by making sure 

that the antisymmetry constraint (Pauli principle) is followed. The antisymmetry 

constraint brings about a reduction in the electron density in the overlap region and 

thus a reduction (destabilisation) in energy. This energy is therefore called the Pauli
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repulsion energy, It should be noted that the bigger the orbital overlap is,

the bigger the Pauli repulsion will be due to the larger area in which the electron 

density is reduced.

The last step allows the electronic wavefunction to relax to self-consistency. This 

is done by allowing the virtual orbitals to mix with the occupied orbitals. This has 

the opposite effect on the electron density in the overlap region to the antisymmet- 

risation in the second step and thus has a stabilising effect on the energy. This 

energy is called the orbital interaction energy,

ADF allows for a breakdown of the bond energy into each of these three energies^® 

and they are computed using the transition state procedure developed by Ziegler 

and Rauk.^^’̂ ^

1.9 O ther C om putational M eth ods

A few other computational methods besides DFT have been employed in this thesis 

work; Hartree-Fock (HF), Mpller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2) 

and coupled cluster with single, double and triple excitations (CCSD(T))(for further 

information see ref 17).

The HF method has been described in brief in section 1.2. The major disad

vantage of this method is the exclusion of correlation effects that, for instance, often 

results in too low bond energies. The aim of all of the post-HF methods mentioned 

is to begin with the HF Slater determinant and to account for electron correlation 

from this.

The MP2 method uses the HF wave function as the unperturbed wavefunction 

and then adds a perturbation term to second order to include the correlation effects
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that are non-existent in HF. This method usually gives good results in geometry 

optimisations and bond energy calculations but a relatively large basis set is required 

to get good results and the correlation energy is somewhat overestimated.

The CCSD(T) method has proven very accurate, especially for systems which 

can be well-represented by a single Slater determinant (e.g. molecules with large 

HOMO/LUMO gaps). However, the computational cost is significantly higher than 

in DFT. All single and double excitation determinants are calculated whereas the 

contributions from the triple excited state are calculated from the formula given 

by MP4 and added to the energy. To include all triple excitation determinants are 

too computationally demanding and is only applicable on very small systems. The 

double excitations are most important to include since they account for most of the 

correlation effects.

1.10 O verview  o f T hesis

As already mentioned, three projects will be presented in this thesis. First, however, 

the computational and experimental details will be described in chapter 2. Following 

that the first project, a study of the electronic transition energies in 1,4-diazazbuta-

1,3-diene compounds and their palladium complexes will be presented (chapter 3). 

First an introduction to the chemistry of 1,4-diazabuta-1,3-dienes and their metal 

complexes will be given, followed by a discussion of the results obtained from this 

study. The second project, a bond energy analysis of the X2 bond (X=F, Cl, Br, I), 

will then be presented (chapter 4) in the same manner as the previous chapter; first 

an introduction and then a discussion of the results obtained in this study. Finally, 

the last project, a study of the potential energy surface of the CIO-I-HO2 reaction.
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will be presented (chapter 5).
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Chapter 2 

General com putational and 

experim ental details

2.1 C om putational details

All calculations have been carried out on Compaq ES40 and Digital Personal Work

station 433au computers using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program 

versions 2.3, 1999, 2000 and 2002 unless otherwise stated.

Molecular orbital plots were generated using the program MOLDEN, written 

by G. Schaftenaar of the CAOS/CAMM Centre, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. The 

same ’space’ value, 0.05, has been used for all plots. The ADF binary output 

files (TAPE21) were converted to MOLDEN format using the program ADFrom99 

written by F. Mariotti of the University of Florence.

Slater-type orbital basis sets were employed and their quality was varied as men

tioned in each relevant section. If nothing else is stated, the basis sets were un

contracted, valence only with the frozen core approximation employed; carbon (Is), 

nitrogen (Is), silicon (2p), chlorine (2p) and palladium (3d). Scalar relativistic
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corrections were included via the ZORA method where stated. No spin-orbit coup

ling has been taken into account unless otherwise stated. The choice of exchange- 

correlation functional is varied as mentioned in each relevant section. The ADF 

numerical integration parameters was set to 4 and the energy gradient convergence 

criterion was set to 1 x 10“  ̂ au in all geometry optimisations unless otherwise 

stated. Excitation energies were computed using the time-dependent methods im

plemented in ADF.^^ Solvent effects were included, where stated, using the COSMO 

of solvation.

2.2 E xperim ental details

Although the majority of my work has been computational, I have also done a bit 

of experimental work. All reactions were carried out in pre-dried glassware under 

nitrogen atmosphere. The reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and 

used without further purification. Solvents were purified and dried according to 

customary procedures.^^ Tic was carried out using silica 60 F254 plates (Merck) and 

the spots were visualised using a UV-lamp.

N,N’-bis(phenyl)-l,6-bis(triisopropylsilyl)-hexa-l,5-diyne-3,4-diimine palladium 

dichloride (compound 3, chapter 3) was synthesised as described in appendix A. 

The melting point was determined on a Reichert hotstage and is uncorrected. 

and NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AMX400 spectrometer in CDCI3

with residual chloroform (7.24 ppm ^H, 77.00 ppm as an internal reference. 

The IR-spectrum was recorded on a Shimadz 8700 FT-IR instrument as a KBr disc. 

The UV-spectrum was recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 spectrometer. The 

extinction coefficient is given in units of M^cm'L The mass spectrum was recorded
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on a VG ZAB SE machine.

N, N ’-bis (4 ’-dimethylaminophenyl) -1,6-bis (triisopropylsilyl) -hexa-1,5-diyne-3,4- 

diimine palladium chloride (compound 7, chapter 3) was synthesised according to 

the literature procedures'^ in order to measure the UV-spectra in different solvents 

(see section 3.5.9). UV-spectra were recorded as mentioned above.
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Chapter 3

Electronic Transition Energies in 

1,4-diazabuta-1,3-diene 

Compounds and their Com plexes 

w ith Palladium

3.1 Introduction

1,4-diazabuta-1,3-diene (DAD) compounds have many uses, mainly due to the ease 

with which their steric and electronic properties can be tuned by changing the 

substituents. Synthetically they have applications as building blocks in constructing 

4-, 5- and 6-membered heterocycles and in olefin polymerisation.^®

Most DAD molecules adopt a planar s-trans conformation with both C=N bonds 

in an E  configuration {E-s-trans-E) but the free rotation around the central C-C 

bond also makes it possible for DAD to adopt a E-s-cis-E or gauche conformation. 

The trans conformation is usually the favoured conformation because it alleviates 

the interactions between the nitrogen lone pairs as well as the steric interactions
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between the substituents in the 2 and 3 positions. Bulky substituents in the 2 and 

3 positions cause steric interactions that give rise to the less symmetrical gauche 

conformation. It has been found that most DADs have a rotational barrier, when 

going from the s-trans to the s-cis, ranging from 20 to 28 kJ/mol.^^ This is important 

in their coordination chemistry as the s-cis conformation is needed if the DAD is to 

act as a chelate.

The DAD has excellent coordination behaviour and can coordinate to a metal 

either by its nitrogen lone pairs or by the 7t-C=N.^^’̂ ® It can therefore act as a 2-, 

4-, 6- or 8-electron donor in chelating, terminal or bridging arrangements. In its 

s-trans conformation it can use only one lone pair at a time to donate two electrons 

to a metal in the unidentate coordination mode. By rotating around the central 

C-C bond to the s-cis conformation, it can use both lone pairs (four electrons) and 

work as a chelate. It may also act as 6- or 8-electron donor by using one or two 

C=N bonds to donate electrons to a second metal but there are few examples of 

these and they are not very stable.

The steric and electronic properties of DAD molecules can be tuned by varying 

the substituents on the nitrogens or on the central carbons, or by complexation with 

a transition metal. Substitution at the 2 and 3 position has been somewhat restricted 

(to H, Me or fused aryl). However, recently Faust et al have found that attaching 

acetylene substituents in these positions not only opens the door to a wider choice 

of substituents but also results in a bathochromic shift of the longest wavelength
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absorption in the UV/Vis spectra.^^’'̂ ® They developed a synthetic route, which 

involves the condensation of an acetylenic diketone and two amines, that is both 

straightforward and gives satisfactory yields.

In 1999 Faust et al also carried out semi-empirical calculations on a number of 

acetylenic DADs (see figure 3.1) using the PM3 parameter set as implemented in 

Mac-Spartan.'^^ They found that the introduction of the acetylenic moiety lowers 

the energy of the LUMO, making the acetylenic DADs easier to reduce than the 

non-acetylenic DADs. The two molecular halves in the 4-NH2/ 4-NO2 substituted 

molecule were found to have the LUMO centered on the NO2 half and the HOMO 

centered on the NH2 half, indicating these DADs have two halves that are covalently 

bound but largely decoupled electronically. This was supported by electrochemical 

results and is explored further in this chapter.

H

Figure 3.1; General structure of the N,N'-pheny 1-2,3-dialkyny 1-1,4-diazabuta-1,3- 

dienes.

The interest in these 2,3-dialkynyl-1,4-diazabuta-1,3-diene molecules and their 

metal complexes (see figure 3.2) stems from their potential as photosensitisers in the 

near infrared (NIR) region. Chromophores that absorb light in this region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum can be used, for instance, in optical recording systems, 

as photoreceptors in laser printers or as fiuorescent dyes in DNA-sequencing.^^’̂  ̂

In medicine the natural chromophores in human tissue and in blood are relatively
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'PrgSi ‘PraSi

Figure 3.2: General structure of the N,N'-phenyl-2,3-dialkynyl-l,4-diazabuta-l,3- 

diene metal complexes.

Table 3.1: Comparison of the effect of different aryl substituents and metals on the 

longest wavelength absorption in DCM.
R R’ ML# A[nm](£[M  ̂ cm ]̂)

H H PdCl2 425(12700)“
4-NO2 4-NO2 PdCl2 436(12900)*

4-NMe2 H PdCl2 744(11200)*
4-NMe2 4-NO2 PdCl2 777(15600)*
4-NMe2 4-NMe2 PdCl2 781(15600)*
4-NMe2 4-NMe2 CuBr 598(22700)*
4-NMe2 4-NMe2 NiBr2 684(32500)*
“ see appendix A, ° see ref 35

transparent in the NIR region and thereby allow deeper light penetration which is 

very useful in, for example, photodynamic therapy (PDT).^^

As can be seen in table 3.1 the presence of an electron-donating dimethylamino 

group in the 4-position of one or both the phenyl moieties results in a bathochromic 

shift of the longest wavelength absorption compared to the unsubstituted or the 

4 -NO2 substituted complexes. Altering the metal-halogen unit also has an effect; 

PdCb gives a red shift compared to NiBrg and CuBr but this is at the expense of a 

reduced extinction coefficient.

In order to gain further insight into the electronic absorption spectra of DADs 

and their transition metal complexes, TD-DFT has been employed. The aim was to
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gain knowledge of the nature of the electronic transitions and to aid the design of 

molecules with the correct photophysical properties for PDT, specifically molecules 

with a strong NIR absorption. The effect of para substitution as well as the effect 

of complexation with PdCbi on the electronic transitions has been investigated and 

the computational results are compared with experimental data.

First a number of DADs were studied to establish a good model chemistry and 

to gain an insight into the effect of the para substituent on the electronic trans

itions. Then the same DADs were studied as part of PdCl2 complexes to further 

establish the effect of the para substituent and the effect of the complexation on the 

electronic transitions. Finally the effect of the solvent on the electronic transitions 

was investigated. Part of this work has been published (see reference 44).
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3.2 D eterm in ing th e  M ost Suitable C om putational 

Param eters

Several different DAD molecules that have been chosen as computational targets 

for the present study are represented in figure 3.3 together with the experimentally 

studied systems. The specific acetylenic (indicated by R) and aryl (indicated by R') 

substituents are shown, as is the numbering system that will be adopted.

Compound R R ' Compound R R

1 (exp, calc) 'PrjSi H 3 (exp) 'PraSi H
2 (calc) H H 4  (calc) H H
5 (exp) ■PraSi 4 -McaN 7 (exp) TraSi 4 -McaN
6 (calc) H 4 -McaN 8 (calc) H 4-MC2N
9 (exp) 'PraSi 4-NO2 11 (exp) 'PraSi 4-NO2
10 (calc) H 4-NO2 12 (calc) H 4-NO2
13 (exp) TraSi 4-NO2,4-MC2N 15 (exp) TraSi 4-NO2, 4-MC2N
14 (calc) H 4-NO2, 4-MC2N 16 (calc) H 4-NO2, 4-MC2N
17 (exp) CaHs H
18 (exp) 'PraSi 3 ,5-Mc2

R
R ' \ c -

C k /Cl/
P

P - Ç / R ' K
/

.r C J '
\

(a) DAD (b) DAD complexes

F igure  3.3: Schematic representation of the DAD ligands and corresponding pal

ladium complexes discussed in this study.

These molecules are large by the standards of quantum chemistry and it was 

therefore important to establish a computational model, i.e. a set of computational 

parameters, that reproduce experimental results and that are at the same time 

computationally feasible. Planar 2 in the E-s-trans-E orientation was chosen as a
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system on which to establish the computational model. The E-s-trans-E orientation 

was chosen as this arrangement is found crystallographically for 17 and 18/^ and 

although experimentally the aryl rings are found to be substantially rotated out of 

the plane, the planar structure was adopted to ensure highest possible symmetry 

{C2h)- This ensures efficient computation in the trial calculations.

3.2 .1  B asis Set

The effect of basis set was investigated in planar 2 by varying the basis set from single 

zeta (SZ) to double zeta plus a single polarization function (DZP) and finally to triple 

zeta plus two polarization functions (TZ2P). The geometry was fully optimised 

under C2h symmetry constraints at the LDA (VWN) leveP in each case and the 

optimised geometry was then used to calculate singlet-singlet transition energies 

and the corresponding oscillator strengths. The results are presented in table 3.2. 

It can be seen that the four lowest energy transitions do not alter in character with 

expanding basis set whereas the transitions below 2 0 0  nm do experience a change 

in MO character. Even if it might seem like some of the high energy transitions in 

table 3 .2  are identical in character, the character given is only the most significant 

contribution and many others with almost the same precentage contributions are 

also responsible for that specific transition.

When going from the SZ basis set to the DZP basis set, a significant bathochromic 

shift is observed for transitions above 200 nm. Expanding the basis set further, to 

TZ2P, shows little improvement and only small bathochromic shifts of a few nm 

are observed. Thus it is concluded that the DZP basis set is adequate for further 

studies.
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Table 3.2: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscillator strengths and orbital charac

teristics of the bands in the UV/Vis spectra of planar 2  with different basis sets using the LDA.

SZ DZP TZ2P Principal character of initial and final MOs
Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc.

(Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St.

356(3.48) 0.84 404(3.07) 0.91 409(3.03) 0.91 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD TTg /  aryl ei (92% SZ; 95%
DZP; 95% TZ2P)

240(5.16) 0.16 271(4.57) 0.17 274(4.52) 0.16 DAD 7Ti /  aryl e% /  acetylene tt —>• DAD 7T4 /  aryl e% /
acetylene 7r* (78% SZ; 75% DZP; 72% TZ2P)

223(5.56) 0.18 235(5.28) 0 .1 2 237(5.23) 0.15 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei /  acetylene tt DAD /  aryl ei
(64% SZ; 70% DZP; 49% TZ2P)

187(6.62) 0.13 195(6.37) 0 .2 0 201(6.16) 0.18 DAD N p ^  acetylene tt* (74% SZ; 81% DZP; 55% TZ2P)
192(6.45) 0.11 Ci-Ci' 7T /  acetylene tt acetylene tt* (53%)
184(6.73) 0.50 aryl ei /  DAD N p̂  ̂ /  acetylene tt —> aryl e2 /  DAD N p^ /̂

acetylene tt* (29%)
182(6.82) 0.31 DAD N p /  acetylene tt —> aryl ei (78%)
181(6.86) 0.23 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD tts /  aryl ei (25%)

181(6.86) 0.19 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD tts /  acetylene tt* (2 2 %)
178(6.96) 0.38 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD tts /  acetylene tt* (39%)

177(7.01) 0.27 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei /  acetylene tt aryl e2 (23%)
174(7.14) 0.33 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD tts /  acetylene tt* (19%)

156(7.96) 0.40 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei DAD tts /  acetylene tt* (33%)
148(8.39) 0.16 DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei /  acetylene tt DAD N p̂  ̂ /  aryl e2 (38%)
146(8.50) 0.49 C i-C / 7T /  aryl a aryl e2 (19%)
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3.2 .2  E xchan ge-C orrelation  F un ction al

The introduction of gradient corrections to density functional calculations carries a 

significant computational overhead, although for many purposes it is necessary to 

include such corrections to obtain good results. To investigate if this is the case for 

the systems under study here, some of the most widely used functionals, PW91,® 

BLYP^’̂ ~̂  and BP8 6 , ’̂ °̂ were applied to calculations of transition energies in planar 

2 . As for section 3.2.1, the geometry was optimised and the singlet-singlet electronic 

transition energies and oscillator strengths were calculated.

Similar to what was seen when the basis set was altered, the change in XC- 

functional altered the character of transitions with wavelengths below 200 nm. It 

would appear that the high energy transitions in this system are much more sensitive 

to the choice of computational parameters than the low energy transitions. Table 3.3 

shows the results for the four lowest energy transitions only.

Table 3.3: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscillator 

strengths for planar 2  with different exchange-correlation functionals 

and the DZP basis set. Transitions with the same MO character (not 

given) are grouped together horizontally.
LDA(VWN) PW91 BLYP BP86

Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc.
(Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St.

404(3.07) 0.91 404(3.07) 0.89 399(3.11) 0 .8 6 405(3.06) 0 .8 8
271(4.57) 0.17 273(4.54) 0 .2 0 272(4.56) 0 .2 1 273(4.53) 0 .2 0

235(5.28) 0 .1 2 237(5.23) 0.13 235(5.26) 0.14 238(5.21) 0.13
195(6.37) 0 .2 0 192(6.45) 0 .1 2 192(6.44) 0.19 192(6.45) 0 .2 2

It can be seen that inclusion of gradient corrections does not significantly alter 

any of the energies, the oscillator strengths or the MO characters of these transitions.
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This is in contrast to the majority of the data reported by Matsuzawa et ai, but 

in agreement with their findings for benzene.'^^ Since the primary interest of this 

study involves only the lower energy transitions, the computationally cheaper LDA 

approach was applied to subsequent calculations.

3 .2 .3  Solvent Surface

As the experimentally recorded absorption spectra have been obtained in solution, 

solvent effects were incorporated in the calculations using the COSMO approach 

(see section 1.8.1). Except when the influence of the polarity of the solvent was 

investigated (see section 3.5.9), DCM was the solvent of choice for all electronic 

transition energy calculations since this solvent was used when recording the exper

imental absorption spectra. ADF offers four different methods for modelling the 

COSMO solvent surface; ASURF, WSURF, ESURF and KLAMT.^^ Their effects 

on the electronic transitions of planar 2 were studied. In each case, the geometry 

was optimised and the singlet-singlet electronic transition energies and oscillator 

strengths were calculated. Table 3.4 shows that the choice of surface has little im

pact on the lower energy transitions and their oscillator strengths. The KLAMT 

surface was found to be the most stable method and hence was employed throughout 

the present work.

3 .2 .4  C onclusions

From the above discussion, it was concluded that a good computational model, 

which is computationally tractable, uses the DZP basis set in conjunction with the 

VWN parameterisation of the LDA and includes DCM as a solvent via the Klamt
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Table 3.4: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscil

lator strengths for planar 2  with different solvent surfaces using the 

LDA(VWN) functional and the DZP basis set. Transitions with the 

same MO character are grouped together horizontally.
ESURF WSURF ASURF KLAMT

Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc.
(Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St.

407(3.05) 0.91 408(3.04) 0.90 404(3.07) 0.91 404(3.07) 0.91
271(4.57) 0.17 272(4.56) 0.16 272(4.56) 0.16 271(4.57) 0.17

surface. Unless otherwise stated these are the parameters employed throughout the 

calculations reported in this chapter. Further studies on the basis set and XC- 

functional dependence of the electronic transition energies in palladium complexes 

will be discussed in section 3.5.
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3.3 C om parison o f E xperim ental and C alculated  

G eom etries

3 .3 .1  G as-phase M olecu lar G eom etries

Before carrying out analysis of the electronic transitions, a comparison was made 

between the calculated geometries of selected compounds obtained in the gas-phase, 

i.e. without inclusion of the solvent, and those determined experimentally on similar 

systems. For these calculations, the symmetry was relaxed to Cg, i.e. the planarity 

constraint was removed. Selected geometric parameters from the calculations and 

previous X-ray crystallographic studies are collected in table 3.5.

The general agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory, with most 

bond lengths calculated to within 0.03 Â of the experimental values. The comparat

ively long central C i-C / bond is computationally found to be slightly shorter than 

experiment. Compared with experiment, the calculated C1-C2 distance is slightly 

short and the acetylenic C2-C3 distance is slightly long. The Ci-N bond length 

shows the best agreement between calculated and experimental values, whereas the 

largest discrepancy (0.05 Â) is found for the N-C4 bond length. As will be discussed 

later, the rotation of the phenyl rings had a pronounced effect on the absorption 

spectra and pleasingly, both the experimental and the calculated angles show that 

the aryl rings are significantly rotated out of the plane (indicated by ZC1-N-C4-C5 

values greater than 50°). The exception to this occurs in the molecule with dimethyl 

amino substituents in the para position of the aryl rings (6 ), for which a coplanar 

geometry is favoured. However, further studies revealed that the potential energy 

surface for rotation of the aryl rings around the N-C4 bond in 6  is very flat, with
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Table 3.5: Selected computational and experimental geometric parameters for 

DAD molecules. Bond lengths are given in Â and bond/dihedral angles 

are given in The atom and compound numbering scheme is given in 

figure 3.3 on page 33.
Comp. r(C i-C /) r(Ci-N) r(C i-C 2) r(C2-C3) r(N-C4) r(C 3-Si)

l(calc) 1.468 1.286 1.406 1.217 1.384 1.815
2 (calc) 1.474 1.280 1.412 1.207 1.380 -

6 (calc) 1.472 1.289 1.418 1 .2 1 0 1.364 -

17(exp)^® 1.491 1.282 1.441 1.185 1.427 -

18(exp)^° 1.491 1.272 1.442 1.196 1.427 1.847

Comp. ZN-Ci-Ci' ZN-C1-C2 ZC1-N-C4-C5

l(calc) 117.8 125.0 52.0
2 (calc) 117.3 126.2 53.0
6  (calc) 116.5 129.4 0 .0

17(exp)"^° 117.8 125.2 55.1
18(exp)"^° 118.3 124.0 80.9

structures between 0° and 35° being almost isoenergetic. Thus, these results show 

that gas-phase ADF calculations satisfactorily reproduce the experimental (X-ray) 

geometries.

3 .3 .2  M olecu lar G eom etry  in S olu tion

The E-s-trans-E orientation invoked in the calculated geometries so far is found 

in the X-ray structures of 17 and 18.̂ ® To find out which of the s-cis and s-trans 

conformations is favoured computationally in the present target systems, the barrier 

to rotation around the Ci-Ci' bond in planar 2  was calculated, including the effects 

of DCM as a solvent. Figure 3.4 shows that s-trans structure is 20 kJ/m ol more 

stable than the s-cis structure and that the s-cis to s-trans conversion barrier has 

a somewhat higher value of 32 kJ/ mol. From this and from the X-ray structures it
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N-Ci-Cj'-N dihedral angle (°)
60 120 180 240 300 360

s-cis s-cis

^  -30 -

s-trans
-40 -J

F ig u re  3.4: The relative total bonding energy of 2  as a function of the N-Ci-Ci'-N 

dihedral angle.

was concluded that the s-trans conformation is very likely dominant in solution and 

was therefore used for further studies.

As mentioned earlier, the orientation of the aryl rings around the N-C4  bond 

is important since the angle of rotation greatly affects the absorption spectra. In

vestigation of the energies, intensities and MO characters of the longest wavelength 

transition in 2 showed that, as the C 1 -N-C 4 -C 5  dihedral angle is changed from 10° 

to 30°, the wavelength increases and the oscillator strength is more than doubled. 

Further increase of the dihedral angle causes a decrease in the oscillator strength 

and a further increase of the wavelength values (see figure 3.5). Even more signi

ficant changes occur for the short wavelength transitions. These changes make it 

particularly important to calculate the C 1-N-C 4 -C 5  dihedral angle correctly. There

fore, both aryl rings in 2 were simultaneously rotated from ZCi-N-C4 -C 5 = 0 ° to 90° 

and the total bond energy was calculated at each ZC1 -N-C 4 -C 5  value (the step size 

was max 1 0 °). C2  symmetry was retained but all other geometric parameters were 

allowed to optimise. The potential energy surface for rotation of the aryl rings 

around the C-N bond turns out to be quite shallow (A <20kJ/m ol), as can be seen
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F ig u re  3.5: The change in transition energies and oscillator strength when gradu

ally changing the C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral angle, i.e. rotation of the aryl 

rings.

in fig 3.6. It was therefore concluded that it is possible that more than one con

formation contributes to the absorption spectrum in solution. To account for the 

presence of these conformations, the calculated oscillator strengths were weighted 

by Boltzmann factors derived from their relative energies. The relatively shallow 

energy minimum for the rotation of the aryl rings causes all conformations at Ci- 

N-C4-C5=50±10° to significantly influence the absorption spectrum for 2 .

3 .3 .3  C onclusions

Good agreement was found between the geometric parameters of calculated DAD 

molecules and those determined experimentally. It is especially pleasing that the 

calculated C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral angle is considerably larger than 0°, i.e. the aryl 

rings are significantly rotated out of the plane of the DAD backbone which is in 

agreement with experiment. This dihedral angle proved to be very important when 

it came to calculating the electronic transition energies, as the energy and intensity
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C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral angle (°)
30 60 90

a -10 -

-20 ->

F ig u re  3.6: The relative bond energy of 2  as a function of the C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral 

angle.

of the key low energy transitions were found to be strongly dependent upon the aryl 

ring dihedral angle as shown in figure 3.5. Given that the potential energy surface 

for rotation of the aryl rings around the N-C4 vector is very shallow in all cases, 

it was concluded that electronic transitions would occur in solution from molecules 

with a variety of aryl ring orientations, and that the experimental spectra could not, 

therefore, be modelled correctly by a single molecular geometry. This was taken into 

account by calculating the electronic transition energies and intensities for molecules 

with aryl ring orientation around the potential energy minimum, with subsequent 

weighting of the transitions by a Boltzmann factor derived from the relative energies 

of the geometric structures.
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3.4 E lectronic Transitions and U V  /V is  Spectra o f  

1,4-diazabut a -1,3-dienes

3.4 .1  C om parison  o f  th e  C alcu lated  E lectron ic  A b sorp tion  

S p ectru m  o f  2 w ith  th e  E xp erim en ta lly  D eterm in ed  

S p ectru m  o f  1

The experimentally determined UV /Vis spectrum of is shown in figure 3.7, 

and the wavelengths of the first two bands are given in table 3.6. The calculated 

spectrum of 2 also shows two low energy bands, with maxima at 334 and 505 

nm. Although the peaks in the calculated spectrum are shifted by 129 and 69 nm 

compared to the experimental spectrum of 1, this corresponding to 0.84 and 0.96 

eV, such discrepancies are common using TD-DFT and shifts of up to 1 eV are not 

unusual.

—  1

0.4 - 

.'È' 0.3 -

£=1.2646*£,aic+0.1221

200 400 500300
l /n m

F igu re  3.7: The experimental UV /Vis absorption spectrum of 1 and the simulated 

spectrum of 2. The intensity of the longest wavelength peak in the 

simulated spectrum of 2  has been set equal to that in 1 .

In order to better compare the experimental and calculated spectra the calculated
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391(3.17) 384(3.23)
337(3.68)
264(4.69) 258(4.80)

262(4.73) 254(4.88)

253(4.90) 238(5.21)
246(5.04)

235(5.27)
226(5.48)
223(5.56)
219(5.66)

Table 3.6: Experimental and calculated wavelengths and energies, and calculated 

orbital characteristics of the bands in the UV/Vis spectra of 1  and 2 . 

All transitions are of symmetry.

A^Moz/nm (Energy/eV)
Comp. 1 Comp. 1 Comp. 2  Principal character of initial and
(exp)^° (calc) (calc) final MOs

TrgSi 0- ^  DAD tts (96%)
DAD 7T2 /  acetylene tt  DAD 7T3(65%,2; 
50%,1, plus acetylene tt  DAD (26%)) 
DAD N p /  aryl ci —> acetylene t t *  /  DAD ti 

(59%,2; 67%, 1)
acetylene t t  DAD t t s  (83%, 2;65%, 1) 
acetylene t t  /  ^PrgSi a  acetylene tt* /  

DAD 7T4 (69%)
^PrgSi a  —> acetylene tt* /  DAD tt  ̂ (79%)
* PraSi <j /  DAD N p /  acetylene —> DAD tts
TrgSi a /  acetylene DAD tts
^PrsSi cr /  acetylene DAD tts

energies were shifted according to equation 3.1

E =  1.2646 *^eaic + 0.1221 (3.1)

with Ecaic being the calculated transition energy in eV and E  being the ad

justed transition energy in eV. Figure 3.7 shows the adjusted calculated spectrum. 

Hereafter all references to calculated electronic transitions are to the transition en

ergies that have been shifted according to equation 3.1. The calculated transition 

wavelengths and energies of 2 are collected in table 3.6.

In constructing figure 3.7, the long wavelength peak in both experimental and 

calculated spectra has been set to the same intensity. Clearly the intensity of the 

calculated short wavelength peak (258 nm) is underestimated. It is unclear whether
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this discrepancy is due to the large atmospheric O2 absorption peak in the experi

mental spectrum, just above 2 00  nm, enhancing this high energy peak such that in 

reality this peak should be of lower intensity, or due to the calculation underestim

ating the intensity.

Also given in table 3.6 are the principal characters of the calculated transitions 

in 2 . The longest wavelength band is found to be due to D <— M transition made 

up almost entirely (97%) of promotion of an electron from the HOMO (23b) to the 

LUMO (25a). Figure 3.8 shows that the HOMO is a mixture of the ei level of the 

aryl rings and the DAD N out of plane lone pairs, while the LUMO is predominantly 

made up of DAD 773 character.

(a) HOMO (23b) (b) LUMO (25a) (c) HOMO-5 (21b)

F igure 3.8: Three dimensional representations of selected MO’s of 2 .

In the shorter wavelength band (at 258 nm), the destination orbital is again the 

LUMO but now the starting orbital is the HOMO-5 (21b, figure 3.8(c)), which is a 

mixture of DAD TTg and the acetylenic tt  bonding level. An additional, less intense 

transition can be found that is almost isoenergetic with the 258 nm transition. This 

transition at 254 nm is due to the promotion of an electron from the HOMO-1  (24a)
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to the LUMO+1 (24b), the characters of which are summarised in table 3.6. This 

band also has a high energy shoulder at 238 nm, due to the HOMO-7 (2 0b) to the 

LUMO (25a).

3 .4 .2  C om parison  o f  th e  C alcu lated  and E xp erim en ta l E lec

tron ic A b sorp tion  Spectrum  o f  1

Thus far, the experimental spectrum of 1 , which has ^PrgSi groups attached to 

the acetylene units has been compared with the computed spectrum of a simplified 

structure in which the large ^PrgSi groups were replaced by H atoms. The motiv

ation for this was computational feasibility; ^PrgSi substituted molecules are very 

large to be considered by full quantum mechanical approach and, as described in 

the previous section, it seems that the calculated spectrum of the H substituted 

system can be used to interpret that obtained experimentally on the ^PraSi substi

tuted molecule. Despite this conclusion, an investigation into how the H ^PraSi 

substitution affects the simulated spectra was considered important, and hence the 

electronic transition energies of 1 were calculated. These calculations proved to be 

extremely time consuming, even on EV68  Compaq ES40 computers.

Calculation of the total molecular bonding energy as a function of C1-N-C4- 

C5 dihedral angle produces results very similar to those shown in figure 3.6 for 2 , 

with the minimum energy conformation occurring at just above 50°. As before, 

the electronic transition energies of the conformations around the minimum energy 

structure were calculated, and these were Boltzmann-weighted in order to construct 

the computational absorption spectrum. This is shown in figure 3.9, with the trans

ition energies and assignments collected in table 3.6. Comparison of figures 3.9 and 

figure 3.7 and examination of table 3.6 reveal that the introduction of ^PrgSi groups
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F igu re  3.9: The experimental and simulated UV /Vis absorption spectrum of 1.

The intensity of the longest wavelength peak in the experimental spec

trum has been set equal to that in the simulated spectrum.

significantly increases the complexity of the calculated absorption spectrum. En

couragingly, however, the three significant transitions found for 2 (384, 258 and 254 

nm) are also present in 1 (391, 264 and 262 nm). The longest wavelength peak in 

the calculated spectrum of 1 was, as in 2 , due almost entirely to the promotion 

of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO (53b—>55a), the characters of which 

are the same for both 1 and 2 . Unlike in 2 , however, the calculations found a less 

intense transition in 1 at 337 nm, which lies quite close to the longest wavelength 

peak. While the starting orbital was now the HOMO-6  (51b), which is almost en

tirely localised on the ^PrgSi fragments, the destination orbital is the same as in the 

longest wavelength transition, i.e. the LUMO.

The next calculated transition is at 264 nm, and is, in orbital terms, the closest 

equivalent of the 258 nm absorption found in 2 . The destination MO of the electron 

promotion primarily (50%) responsible for this absorption, is again the DAD TTg 

LUMO, while the starting MO is the HOMO-8  (49b). A second promotion, which is
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not present in 2 , also contributes significantly to this transition (26%), involving the 

mainly acetylenic tt bonding HOMO-1 1  level and the LUMO. As with the longest 

wavelength transition, the 264 nm transition in 1 is slightly shifted bathochromically 

compared with the analogous transition in 2 .

The calculations for 1 found a transition almost isoenergetic with that of 254 nm 

found for 2 . Similar to 2 , this transition, at 262 nm, contains a significant amount of 

HOMO-1 (54a) —>■ LUM04-1 (54b) character. The next calculated transition, at 253 

nm, is equivalent to the low intensity 238 nm transition in 2 , i.e. the primary MO 

character of this transition is the HOMO-11 acetylene tt  level DAD t f s  LUMO 

(55a). A whole series of transitions in a narrow wavelength/ energy range (c. 245- 

220 nm) can then be found. None of these transitions are found in 2 and, consistent 

with this, all of the starting MOs in the associated electron promotions contain a 

significant amount of a character from the ^PraSi units.

It was not completely clear from these calculations whether it was necessary to 

include the  ̂Fra Si groups in order to adequately model the experimental absorption 

spectrum of 1 . As discussed in section 3.4.1, the experimental spectrum of 1 can 

be assigned on the basis of calculations on the model compound 2 . Inclusion of the 

^PraSi groups in the computational model produces the more complicated spectrum 

shown in figure 3.9, but still results in more or less the same assignment of the 

bands.
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3 .4 .3  C om parison  o f  th e  C alcu lated  E lectron ic  A b sorp tion  

S p ectru m  o f  6 w ith  th e  E x p er im en ta lly  D eterm in ed  

S p ectru m  o f  5

It has been found experimentally that introducing the strongly electron donating 

Mc2N group at the para position of the aryl rings results in a large bathochromic 

shift of the longest wavelength transition in the UV /Vis spectrum (see section 3.1). 

This is illustrated by comparing the data for compound 5^^(given in table 3.7) with 

that of compound 1, given in table 3.6. There are several things to note from this 

comparison. Firstly, the longest wavelength peak is bathochromically shifted by 110 

nm compared with 1. In contrast, the shorter wavelength peak of 1 (at 265 nm) is 

unchanged in 5, although the peak displays a long wavelength shoulder in 5, at 322 

nm, which is not visible in 1 . Finally, it is noticeable that, by contrast to 1 , the 486 

nm peak in the spectrum of 5 is significantly more intense than that at 264 nm.

Table 3.7: Experimental and calculated wavelengths and energies, and calculated

orbital characteristics of the bands in the UV/Vis spectra of 5 and 6 .

_________ All transitions are of symmetry._________________________
A^az/nm (Energy/eV)

Comp. 5 Comp. 6  Principal character of initial and final MOs
(exp)^° (calc)

486(2.55) 418(2.96) McgN N tt /  aryl Ci /  DAD tts ^D A D  tts (96%)
322, sh.(3.85) 311(3.98) DAD N p ^  DAD tts (97%)

293(4.23) Mc2N N tt /  aryl ci /  DAD tts -^DAD 7T4 /
acetylene tt* ( 8 8 %)

264(4.69) 251(4.94) Me2N N tt /  aryl ei /  tts —>• aryl 02(71%)
248(5.00) DAD 7T2 /  aryl ei /  acetylene tt —>• DAD 7T3(82%) 
229(5.41) acetylene tt —>■ DAD tts (93%)

In order to gain insight into these observations, the electronic transitions of 6 ,
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a model for 5, were calculated. As with 2 , it was assumed that the E-s-trans-E 

orientation prevails in solution. However, in contrast to 2, as noted in section 3.3, 

it was found that the most stable orientation of the aryl rings is for a C1-N-C4-C5 

dihedral angle of 0°. Furthermore, the total molecular bonding energy was found 

to be largely unaffected by increasing this dihedral angle up to c. 35°, so there is 

a wider range of structures that contribute to the absorption spectrum than was 

found for 2. It should also be noted that the Me2N groups are almost coplanar 

with the aryl rings in the optimised geometries, implying sp^ hybridisation at the 

dimethylamino N atoms.

The calculated transition wavelengths for 6  are given in table 3.7 and the cal

culated spectrum is shown in figure 3.10. The calculations agree with experiment 

in that they find that the longest wavelength transition in 6  is significantly shifted 

bathochromically compared with that of 2. The computational shift of 34 nm is 

less than was observed experimentally (1 1 0  nm), but is, nevertheless, quite substan

tial. It is pleasing to note that this shift in energy is accompanied by a change in 

the character of the starting orbital responsible for this transition. Thus, while the 

finishing orbital is once again the DAD tts LUMO, the starting MO (32b HOMO) 

is now a mixture of DAD 7 T 2 , aryl ei and crucially, the tt AO of the N atoms of the 

dimethylamino groups. This MO is shown in figure 3.11, from which it can be seen 

that the Me2N N atom contribution is substantial. This is an important result as 

it directly connects the Me2N substitution on the aryl ring and the bathochromic 

shift of the longest wavelength transition.

The calculations found three absorptions in 6 , which are equated with the higher 

energy experimental band (at 264 nm in 5). These were calculated to have corrected 

(eq 3.1) wavelengths of 251, 248 and 229 nm respectively (see table 3.7), of which
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F ig u re  3.10: The experimental UV/Vis absorption spectrum of 5 and the simu

lated spectrum of 6 . The intensity of the longest wavelength peak in 

the simulated spectrum of 6  has been set equal to that in 5.

F igu re  3.11: Three-dimensional representation of the HOMO (32b) of 6 .
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the 248 nm transition is the most intense. The destination orbital for this transition 

is mainly the DAD tts LUMO (34a). The LUMO is quite similar to the LUMO of 

2  and the localisation properties of the MOs responsible for the 248 nm transition 

are broadly similar to the analogous transition in 2  (258 nm). Unlike in 2, however, 

there are two starting MOs (30b HOMO-4 and 29b HOMO-6 ), promotions from 

which make up 44% and 38% respectively of the overall transition. These

starting MOs are a mixture of DAD 7 T 2  and acetylene t t  (as for 2 ), with an additional 

contribution from aryl ci. Crucially, none of the MOs that give rise to the 248 nm 

absorption (30b, 29b and 34a) has a major contribution from the dimethylamino N 

atoms, explaining why the energy of the higher energy transition is largely unaffected 

by the para substituents on the aryl rings.

Of the two remaining calculated transitions in 6 , that are equated with the 

experimental band at 264 nm, the longer wavelength absorption (at 251 nm) is 

primarily composed of the promotion of an electron from the HOMO-1 (33a) to the 

LUMO-l-3 (34b). The HOMO-1 is a mixture of DAD 7T3 , aryl ci and dimethylamino 

N 7T, the latter perhaps explaining why an analogous transition is not seen in 2. 

The LUMO+3 is of aryl eg character. The higher energy transition, at 229 nm, is 

calculated to be very weak, and is equivalent to the somewhat more intense 238 nm 

transition found in 2 .

The third aspect of the experimental spectrum of 5 is the 322 nm shoulder, 

which is not seen for 1 . The calculated transitions at 311 and 293 nm for 6  are 

equated with this shoulder. Of the two transitions, the 293 nm is the more intense, 

and is primarily due to promotion of an electron from the HOMO-1 (33a) to the 

LUMO-f 1 (33b), of mixed DAD 7 T 4  /  acetylene t t *  character.

When comparing the spectra of 2 and 1 (figure 3.7), the calculated and exper
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imental intensities of the longest wavelength peak were arbitrarily set to be equal. 

If the same is done for 5 and 6  (figure 3.10) it is found that the calculated intensity 

of the 248 nm peak is significantly smaller than the equivalent experimental band. 

Thus, as with 1 and 2 , the calculation does not reproduce exactly the relative intens

ities of the two peaks. However, the calculation does find that the longer wavelength 

peak in 6  is significantly more intense than the short wavelength peak, as is found 

experimentally in 5.

3 .4 .4  C om parison  o f  th e  C alcu lated  S p ectru m  o f  10 w ith  

th e  E xp erim en ta lly  D eterm in ed  S p ectru m  o f 9

Having examined the effect of Mc2N substitution on the UV/Vis spectrum, the 

effect of replacing the electron donating Mc2N by the electron withdrawing NO2 

was examined. Table 3.8 lists the calculated wavelengths, transition energies and 

oscillator strengths of 10 compared with the experimental data of 9.^° In contrast 

to 5, no bathochromic shift of the long wavelength band was observed in either the 

calculated spectrum of 10 or the experimentally obtained spectrum of 9.

The experimental spectrum of 9 contains three absorption bands with the long 

wavelength band (at 360 nm) being the weakest. The other two bands (at 302 and 

230 nm) have approximately the same intensity.

Computationally, a transition at 381 nm (modified, eq 3.1) was found in 1 0  and 

equated to the band found experimentally at 360 nm. This transition is due to 

promotion of an electron from the HOMO (31b) to the LUMO (33a). The HOMO 

is, just as in 2 , of aryl ei and DAD N p character. The LUMO also agrees well with 

the findings in the other molecules in that it was found to be of DAD tts character. 

The MO characters for the calculated transitions can be seen in table 3.8.
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The second peak, that was experimentally found at 302 nm, was computationally 

found to be due to two transitions at 284 and 268 nm. Of these, the transition at 

284 nm, which is a HOMO to LUMO+2 transition, was found to be the most intense 

transition. The LUMO+2 is of O-N-0 t t *  and DAD N p̂  ̂character. The less intense 

transition, at 268 nm, is a transition from the HOMO-4 (30a) to the LUMO+1 (32b). 

The HOMO-4 is made up of the acetylenic tt  level and the ei level of the aryl rings 

whereas the LUMO+ 1  is mainly of O-N-0 t t *  character.

The highest energy experimental band at 230 nm was computationally found 

to be due to two almost isoenergetic transitions. Both of these are at 219 nm and 

are due to transitions from the HOMO-15 (24b) to the LUMO (33a) and from the 

HOMO-9 (27b) to the LUMO+ 2  (34a). The HOMO-9 is of NOg O tt  and a

character and HOMO-15 was of acetylene tt and DAD N p character. Just as with 

the previously discussed molecules, the intensities of these high energy transitions 

are significantly underestimated.

3 .4 .5  C om parison  o f th e  C alcu lated  S p ectru m  o f  14 w ith  

th e  E xp erim en ta lly  D eterm in ed  S p ectru m  o f 13

The interest in 13 stems from the existence of an electron donating substituent 

(Me2N) in the para position of one aryl ring and an electron withdrawing substituent 

(NO2) on the other. It has been suggested by Faust et al.^° that 13 consists of two 

electronically decoupled molecular halves (see section 3.1). These workers carried 

out semi-empirical calculations on a model for 13 containing an NH2 and an NO2 

substituent. The HOMO was found to be mainly located on the electron-rich amine 

half of the molecule and the LUMO on the electron-poor nitro half.

Table 3.9 compares the calculated wavelengths, transition energies and oscillator
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strengths of 14 with the experimental data of 13. 14 was the only molecule in 

which C2 symmetry, for obvious reasons, could not be applied. The calculations 

were instead carried out without any symmetry constraints. Experimentally, three 

peaks are found of which one, at 302 nm, is a shoulder on the high energy peak. 

The other two peaks are of similar intensity.

The long wavelength peak found experimentally at 468 nm, was computationally 

found at 465 nm (modified, eq 3.1). This transition is due to promotion of an 

electron from the HOMO (64a) to the LUMO+ 1  (6 6 a). The HOMO is found to 

be very similar to the HOMO found by Faust et al. for the NH2/N O 2 substituted 

molecule. The orbital is made up of the Ci level of the dimethyl amino substituted 

aryl ring and the dimethyl amino N tt AO. The LUMO+1 was found to be of DAD 

7T3 and O-N-0 t t *  character.

A number of high energy transitions were found and were equated to the highest 

energy peak at 258 nm. The most intense of these is a transition at 283 nm. This 

transition is a transition from the HOMO-7 (57a) to the LUMO (65a, 33%), and 

from the HOMO-2  (62a) to the LUMO+1 (6 6 a, 24%). The HOMO-7, situated on 

the NO2 half of the molecule, is of acetylene tt  and aryl Ci character. The LUMO is, 

in agreement with the findings of Faust et ai, located on the electron-poor half of 

the molecule, and is of O-N-0 t t * ,  aryl Ci and DAD N p^ character. The HOMO-2  

on the other hand, is located on the electron-rich NMc2 part of the molecule and is 

of dimethyl amino N tt and DAD N p character.

Computationally, a third peak at 6 8 8  nm was found. This transition, which 

could not be equated to any absorption peak of 13 listed in table 3.9, is a HOMO 

to LUMO transition which can be seen as a kind of push-pull transition, with the 

electron going from the electron-rich half to the electron-poor half.
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Table 3.8: Calculated wavelength (nm), energies (eV), oscillator strengths and ex

citation coefficients, calculated for 1 0  and obtained experimentally for 

9. The calculated orbital characteristics are also presented.

Comp. 9 (exp) 
^max Ext.

(Energy) coeff.

Comp. 1 0  (calc) 
^max O s C .  

(Energy) St.

Principal character of initial 
and final MOs

360(3.44) 11400 381(3.25) 0 .2 2
302(4.10) 2 1 1 0 0 284(4.36) 0.30

268(4.63) 0 .1 2

230(5.39) 19200 219(5.65) 0.09
219(5.65) 0.09

DAD N p /  aryl ei —̂ DAD tts (94%) 
DAD N p /  aryl ei — DAD N p̂  ̂ /
O-N-0 TT* (46%)
aryl ei /  acetylene tt  — > O-N-0 t t *  (61%) 
DAD N p /  acetylene tt — >■ DAD t t s  (44%) 
0  7T /  N^rog-C a DAD N p̂  ̂ /
O-N-0 TT* (43%)

T able 3.9: Calculated wavelength (nm), energies (eV), oscillator strengths and ex

citation coefficients, calculated for 14 and obtained experimentally for 

13. The calculated orbital characteristics are also present.

Comp. 13 (<B x p ) Comp. 14 (calc) Principal character of initial
^max Ext. ^max Osc. and final MOs

(Energy) coeff. (Energy) St.

68 8  (1.80) 0.26 Mo2N aryl ei /  Me2N N tt — > NO2 
DAD N Ptt /  NO2 aryl ei /  O-N-0 tt* 
(85%)

468 pL65) 18400 465 (2.66) 0.27 Me2N aryl ei /  Me2N N tt  ^  

DAD 7T3 /  O-N-0 T T * (80%)
302 (4.10), sh 11500

258 ^L80) 17800 283 (4.38) 0.15 NO2 aryl ei /  NO2 acetylene tt  — > 

NO2 DAD N Ptt /  NO2 aryl ei /  
O-N-0 TT * (33%)
DAD N p /  Me2N N tt  ^  DAD ws /  
O-N-0 TT * (24%)
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3 .4 .6  C onclusions

The results of TD-DFT studies of the electronic transition energies of substituted 

diazabutadienes have been reported. Comparison of the simulated spectrum of 2 

with the experimentally determined spectrum of 1 proved quite successful. The two 

experimental peaks above c. 200  nm were reproduced computationally, although 

calculation overestimates the wavelength of both peaks by c. 100  nm, a discrepancy 

not atypical of current TD-DFT methods. The longest wavelength peak was found 

to be due to promotion of an electron from the HOMO (of aryl ei and DAD N p 

character) to the DAD tts LUMO. The higher energy absorption is assigned to a 

predominantly DAD 7T2 (with some acetylene t t )  DAD t t s  transition.

It was found that it was not necessary to include the computationally demanding 

^PrgSi substituents on the acetylenes to understand the experimental spectrum of 1 

and hence the smaller and less computationally demanding H substituted acetylene 

units could be used (2 ).

The Me2N substituted molecule was studied and the calculated transitions of 

6  have been compared with those found experimentally for 5. Experimentally, the 

higher energy peak in the spectra of both 1 and 5 lies at almost the same wavelength 

(265 and 264 nm), implying that the MO nature of the corresponding electronic 

transition is unaffected by para substitution of the aryl rings with dimethylamino 

groups. Computationally it was found that the main associated electronic trans

ition in 6  is very similar to that discussed above for 2 , and has very little Me2N 

character. By contrast, the longest wavelength peak in the spectrum of 5 is signi

ficantly bathochromically shifted with respect to the analogous peak in 1 . This is 

computationally rationalised by the significant Mc2N character of the HOMO in 6 ,
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leading to reduction in the HOMO-LUMO gap compared with 2 , and hence to a 

longer wavelength transition.

The high energy peak that was shown to be unaffected by para substitution by H 

(1) and Mc2N (5), was also found in the experimental spectra of 9 (NO2 substituted) 

and 13 (NO2 and Mc2 substituted) which had peaks at 230 and 258 nm. It was also 

found that the longest wavelength transition found computationally for 10 (381 nm) 

was a HOMO LUMO transition of the same character as the transition found in 

2 (384 nm). 14, on the other hand, was found to have a long wavelength transition 

(465 nm) of similar character to the transition in 6  (418 nm).

It can thus be concluded that an electron donating para substituent such as Mc2N 

causes a bathochromic shift of the long wavelength transition due to interaction of 

the N lone pair with the tt system on the aryl ring.
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3.5 E lectronic Transitions and U V /V is  Spectra  

o f l,4 -d ic izab u ta-l,3 -d ien e Pallad ium (II) com 

plexes

3.5 .1  Im p ortan ce o f  E xchan ge-C orrelation  F unctional in P a l

lad ium  C om p lexes

Given that transition metal complexes are often computationally more difficult than 

main group molecules, it was not certain in advance if the model chemistry developed 

for the free ligands would be appropriate for the Pd complexes. It was therefore 

decided to investigate the use of gradient corrections, as was done for the free ligands 

(see section 3.2.2). BP86  was used to optimise the geometry of 4 (figure 3.3, page 33) 

and the result compared with that obtained using the VWN functional. The basis 

set used was DZP, except for Pd for which a larger basis set of ADF type IV (see 

next section) was used. Relativistic effects were taken into account through the 

ZORA approach and DCM was included as a solvent using COSMO.

The potential energy minimum for aryl ring rotation in 4 was shifted to a larger 

angle (from 56° to 62°) when introducing gradient corrections to the XC-functional. 

In the free ligands there was such a shallow minimum that a small shift of dihedral 

angle was more or less insignificant; all conformations within 10° of the minimum 

contribute to the spectrum. However, it was found (see section 3.5.3 below) that 

the complexes possess a deeper energy well for aryl ring rotation than the free 

ligands, which results in only one conformation having a significant contribution to 

the spectrum and therefore the shift in minimum energy structure on moving from 

VWN to BP86  causes a difference in the final spectrum. Figure 3.12 compares the
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F igure  3.12: The simulated spectrum of 4 using two different exchange correlation 

functionals; LDA(VWN) and GGA(BP8 6 ).

calculated spectra obtained for 4 using LDA(VWN) and GGA(BP8 6 ).

For the ligand, it was seen (section 3.3) that both the intensities and the excita

tion energies change when the aryl rings are rotated. One question to be answered 

was whether or not the differences seen in figure 3.12 are due solely to the rotation 

of the aryl rings or if the inclusion of a gradient correction in the calculation of 

the excitation energies also contributes to this difference. In section 3.2.2 it was 

seen that including gradient corrections has little effect on the spectrum of the free 

ligand, but the assumption that this would also be true for the more complicated 

metal complexes is not justified without further investigation.

If the differences in figure 3.12 are due only to the different C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral 

angle, the spectrum of the complex with the aryl rings fixed in a certain position but 

with all other geometric parameters optimised, calculated with and without gradi

ent corrected methods, should result in very similar spectra. Table 3.10 contains 

the transitions that make up the intense band around 400 nm and shows that this 

is clearly not the case. The rotation of the phenyl rings from ZCi-N-C4-C5=56°
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Table 3.10: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscillator 

strengths for the band around 400 nm in 4, using different exchange 

correlation functionals and rotating the aryl rings around C1-N-C4-C5.
LDA(VWN)Z =56° LDA(VWN)Z =62° BP8 6 Z=62°
Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc. Wavelength Osc.

(Energy) St. (Energy) St. (Energy) St.

419(2.96) 0 .1 0 425(2.92) 0.04 444(2.79) 0.04
416(2.98) 0 .0 2 419(2.96) 0.05 438(2.83) 0.05

450(2.75) 0 .0 2 454(2.73) 0 .0 2 472(2.63) 0 .0 2
407(3.04) 0.07 405(3.06) 0.08 421(2.94) 0.03
391(3.17) 0.008 400(3.10) 0.003 427(2.90) 0.03

to 62° causes, just as was seen for the ligand in section 3.3.2, changes in oscil

lator strengths. However, significant differences can also be seen, especially in the 

excitation energies, between the transitions obtained with the LDA(VWN) at /C i- 

N-C4-C5= 6 2 ° and those obtained with the GGA(BP8 6 ) at ZCi-N-C4-C5= 6 2 °. This 

prompted further studies to find the cause of these differences. Table 3.11 shows 

how the inclusion of gradient corrected methods in the calculation of the excitation 

energies, affects the spectrum. The first two transitions in table 3.11 are subject to 

a more significant separation in intensity when gradient corrections are included in 

the excitation energy calculations (compare column 1 with 2 and column 3 with 4), 

and experience a bathochromic shift when gradient corrections are included in the 

geometry optimisation (compare column 1 with 3 and column 2 with 4).

The last three transitions also experience a change in the oscillator strength when 

BP86  is used in the excitation energies. Once again a bathochromic shift is observed 

when including the gradient corrections in the geometry optimisation.

In summary, all transitions experience a small change in the oscillator strengths
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Table 3.11: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscillator 

strengths for the band around 400 nm in 4, using different XC- 

functionals and with the aryl rings fixed at Ci-N-C4-C5=62°. The 

XC-functional used in the geometry optimisation is given first, followed 

by the XC-functional used in the calculation of excitation energies.

LDA(VWN)//
LDA(VWN)

LDA(VWN)//
BP86

BP8 6 / /
LDA(VWN)

BP8 6 / /
BP86

Wavelength Osc. 
(Energy) St.

Wavelength
(Energy)

Osc.
St.

Wavelength
(Energy)

Osc.
St.

Wavelength
(Energy)

Osc.
St.

425(2.92) 0.04 
419(2.96) 0.05

428(2.89)
421(2.94)

0.03
0.06

442(2.80)
436(2.84)

0.05
0.04

444(2.79)
438(2.83)

0.04
0.05

454(2.73) 0.02 
405(3.06) 0.08 
400(3.10) 0.003

454(2.73)
405(3.06)
404(3.07)

0 .01
0.04
0.05

474(2.61)
427(2.90)
419(2.96)

0.03
0.05
0 .0 1

472(2.63)
421(2.94)
427(2.90)

0 .0 2
0.03
0.03

when including gradients in the geometry optimisation but the most significant effect 

at this stage is the bathochromic shift (15-20 nm). Including gradient corrections 

in the excitation energy calculations has a minor effect on the transition energies 

but a more significant effect on the oscillator strengths. Overall, however, it was 

decided that the inclusion of the computationally more expensive gradient corrected 

methods in the metal complexes was not absolutely necessary, given that the main 

aim of the study was to establish the character of the transitions and approximate 

transition energies (particularly the long wavelength NIR transition). As discussed 

in section 3.2.2, there was no need for GGA methods in the investigations of the elec

tronic transitions in the electronically less complicated ligands, and it was decided 

that it was justified to carry out all future calculations on the palladium complexes 

also using just the LDA(VWN).
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3.5 .2  Im p ortan ce o f  B asis Set in P a llad iu m  C om p lexes

It was decided to model the Pd atom using the ADF type IV basis set (a SZ basis 

set for the core, DZ for the 4s orbitals, TZ for the 4p, 4d and 5s orbitals and an 

extra 5p function). Since the 2000 version of ADF, there is also the possibility to 

add a 4f polarization function to Pd when using the ZORA approach (ADF type V 

basis set). It was considered important to see how this polarization function on the 

metal would affect the transition energies in the palladium complexes. A geometry 

optimisation of 4  using the extended basis set and the LDA(VWN) results in a slight 

elongation of the Pd-Cl and Pd-N bonds (0.012 and 0.014 Â) and a small increase in 

the C4-N-C1 and N-Ci-Ci' angles (0 .2  and 0.3°). The C1-N-C4-C5 dihedral angle was 

allowed to rotate freely and the result was, with or without the extra polarization 

function, an angle of 56°. Table 3.12 shows the effect of the polarization function on 

the transition energies. There is a slight shift to shorter wavelengths when adding 

the 4f polarization function but the most noticeable result is the change in oscillator 

strength for the long wavelength band. Even though the changes in the intensities 

are noticeable, MO analysis suggested that the assignment of these transitions does 

not change, and since there is little information on the accuracy of the calculated 

intensities, it was decided that the changes induced by the extra 4f function do not 

justify their inclusion in further calculations.

It has thus been found that LDA(VWN) together with the ADF type IV basis 

set for Pd is sufficient for the aim of this project and is used for further calculations 

on the palladium complexes.
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Table 3.12: Calculated wavelengths (nm), transition energies (eV) and oscillator 

strengths for 4 at the geometry optimised with and without a 4f polar

isation function in the basis set of palladium. The transition energies 

are calculated with the same basis set that was used to optimise the 

geometry.
no polarisation function 
Wavelength Osc. 

(Energy) St.

4f polarisation function 
Wavelength Osc. 

(Energy) St.

450(2.75) 0 .0 2 1 444(2.79) 0.018
419(2.96) 0 .1 0 2 416(2.98) 0.073
416(2.98) 0.025 412(3.01) 0.052
407(3.05) 0.067 402(3.08) 0.077

301(4.12) 0.014 299(4.14) 0 .0 2 1

296(4.19) 0 .001 295(4.20) 0 .0 0 2
295(4.20) 0.069 285(4.35) 0.066
273(4.54) 0.029 271(4.57) 0 .0 2 0
257(4.82) 0.033 255(4.86) 0.039
255(4.86) 0.032 248(5.00) 0.026
253(4.90) 0.041 251(4.94) 0.042
236(5.25) 0.047 235(5.27) 0.043
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3 .5 .3  C om parison  o f  E xp erim en ta l and C alcu lated  G eo m et

ries o f  th e  P allad iu m  C om p lexes

Before proceeding further, a difficulty eucouutered iu all geometry optimisations on 

the palladium complexes should be mentioned. The palladium complexes (see fig

ure 3.3(b)) possess C2 symmetry but constraining the geometry of the molecules to 

this point group proved problematic. An attempt to optimise the geometry of the 

model complex 4 in C2 symmetry caused oscillations of the energy gradient and the 

geometry could not be optimised in this point group. Instead, the geometry optim

isation could only be achieved by completely removing the symmetry constraints 

and hence all calculations on palladium complexes (both those already discussed 

and those below) were carried out without confining the molecule to any symmetry.

The geometry of the complexes, just as the free ligand, were calculated to be in 

good agreement with X-ray crystallographic data. As an example, table 3.13 shows 

the geometric parameters obtained experimentally for 1 1 ^̂  and computationally for 

12 using the parameters established in sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.

Table 3.13: Selected experimental and computational geometric parameters for 1 1  

and 12 respectively. Bond lengths are given in Â, bond/dihedral angles 

are given in °.
Comp. r(C i-C /) r(Ci-N) r(Pd-N) r(Pd-Cl)

11 (exp)
12 (calc)

1.429
1.441

1.293
1.311

2.024
1.985

2.256
2.241

Comp. ZN-Ci-Ci' ZN-C1-C2 ZN-Pd-N ZCl-Pd-Cl ZC1-N-C4-C5

11 (exp)
12 (calc)

115.2
115.2

124.5
124.5

79.1
79.3

90.7
91.2

77.5
70.0

The diazabutadiene backbone in the complex was restricted to the s-cis conform
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ation to enable complexation with the palladium atom (as shown in figure 3.3(b)). 

Rotation of the phenyl rings around the N-C bond is still possible but the potential 

surface for this rotation turned out to be less shallow than for the free ligands (as 

noted in section 3.5.1), with energy differences between the lowest and highest energy 

conformations of around 150 kJ/m ol compared to 20 kJ/m ol for the free ligands. 

The effect of this deep well was that only one or two conformations had any sig

nificant contribution to the absorption spectra when the Boltzmann weighting was 

applied, making it much more crucial to establish the minimum energy structures 

correctly. This is discussed further for the individual complexes in their respective 

sections.

3 .5 .4  T he C alcu lated  E lectron ic S tru ctu re  o f  4 and C om 

parison  o f  th e  C alcu lated  E lectron ic A b sorp tion  S p ec

tru m  o f 4 w ith  th e  E xp erim en ta lly  D eterm in ed  S p ec

tru m  o f  3

Figure 3.13 shows the calculated molecular orbital diagram for 4 at the minimum 

energy geometry and figure 3.14 shows three dimensional representations of some of 

those orbitals. The five highest occupied orbitals are of palladium d, palladium s or 

chlorine tt  character. The HOMO-5 to the HOMO-8  are mainly the ei level of the 

aryl rings but with a contribution from the palladium dz2 and the DAD N p tt in the 

HOMO-5 and from the acetylene tt  bonding level in the HOMO-6 . In square-planar 

palladium the d orbitals with z-character (d^2, d^  ̂ and dyz) are expected to be lower 

in energy than d^2-y2 and dxy. This is generally true in figure 3.13, although mixing 

with the ligand orbitals changes the pure crystal field theory ordering. The two d^2 

containing orbitals are of lower energy than the other orbitals that have palladium
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% |dyz (71*) 64a

HOMO^dxz I Cl n (n*) 63a 
=  Cl 71 62a

^ d x y  I Cl K (71*) 61a
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^ d z 2 1 Pd s 59a 
^ d g 2 I aryl e, | DAD N (7i*) 58a 
^ A r y l  6 ] I acetylene 57a 
Y  Aryl ê  56a 
\Aryl ei 55a

F igu re  3.13: Molecular orbital energy level diagram for 4.

character. The HOMO-4, which is mainly of Pd dz2 character but with a small 

contribution from Pd s, is the most AO-like. Compared to this orbital, the HOMO- 

5 is stabilised by the contribution from the e% orbital level of the aryl rings despite 

the anti-bonding interaction with the nitrogen on the DAD backbone. There are 

two orbitals that are of dyz character and one of dxz character. The d^j^-based MO 

is antibonding with respect to the Cl Pvr, as is one of the dyz containing orbitals, 

but the latter interaction is smaller and this MO is therefore not destabilised to 

the same extent as the dxz orbital. The other orbital containing the dyz orbital is 

anti-bonding with the DAD tts level and is destabilised to become the LUMO. The 

d-based MO of highest energy contains the dx2_y2 orbital and in 4 this orbital is a 

anti-bonding with both the chlorines and the nitrogen.
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(a) HOMO-5 (58a) (b) LUMO (64a) (c) HOMO-6 (57a)

(d) HOMO-3 (60a) (e) HOMO-4 (59a) (f) LUMO-Hl (65a)

(g) HOMO-14 (49a)

F ig u re  3.14: Three dimensional representations of selected MOs of 4.
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Experimentally the absorption spectrum for the palladium complex of the un

substituted molecule (3, see appendix A for experimental procedure and figure 3.15 

for the absorption spectrum) shows three absorption bands, which is one more band 

than is found in the corresponding ligand (see figure 3.7). The additional peak is on 

the shoulder of the short wavelength peak (around 300 nm). The long wavelength 

band (around 400 nm), which looks as though it consists of more than one trans

ition, is bathochromically shifted by 48 nm compared with 1 whereas the short 

wavelength band (around 250 nm) experiences only a minor hypsochromic shift of 

17 nm compared with 1 . The intensities have increased for all of the peaks but the 

order is the same, i.e. the high energy band is still the most intense band.

Figure 3.15 also shows the computationally obtained spectrum of 4  and table 3.14 

summarises the MO character of the calculated transitions. The lowest energy cal

culated transitions (511 and 449 nm) are of very low intensity and are therefore 

not included in table 3.14. However, these transitions, which are due to transitions 

from the palladium and chlorine centred orbitals to the LUMO (64a), can be seen 

in figure 3.15.

Computationally, a low energy band of significant intensity was found, mainly 

made up of two transitions, at 417 nm and 407 nm, and this band was equated 

to the band at 425 nm in the experimental spectrum. The transition at 417 nm, 

the more intense of the two, was found to be due to a transition made up almost 

entirely (81%) of the promotion of an electron from the HOMO-5 (58a) to the LUMO 

(64a). Figure 3.14(a) shows that the HOMO-5 is, as mentioned earlier, a mixture 

of the Cl level of the aryl rings and the DAD N p̂ ,̂ similar to the HOMO in 2 , 

but with a major contribution from the d 2̂ orbital of the palladium. The LUMO 

(figure 3.14(b)) resembles the LUMO of the free ligand (2 ) in that it is of DAD tts
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F ig u re  3.15: The experimental UV /Vis absorption spectrum of 3 (solid line) and 

the simulated spectrum of 4 (dashed line). The intensity of the most 

intense band in the simulated spectrum of 4 has been set equal to 

that of the longest wavelength transition band in 3.

T ab le  3.14: Experimental and calculated wavelengths and energies, and calculated 

orbital characteristics of the bands in the UV /Vis spectra of DAD 

Palladium complexes. Calculated wavelengths and energies have been 

modified according to equation 3.1.

A^g^/nm (Energy/eV)
Comp. 3 Comp. 4  Principal character of initial and final MOs 

(exp)“ (calc)

425(2.91) 417(2.97) aryl Ci /  d ẑ /  DAD N p̂ r DAD tts /  dyz (81%)
407(3.05) aryl Ci /  acetylene tt  DAD tts /  dyz (41%)

/  Cl p^ DAD 7T3 /  d^z (38%)
298(4.16) 295(4.19) d^2 /  Pd s d,,2_^2 /  C\ a /  DAD N p* (64%)
248(5.00) 273(4.54) acetylene n /  dyz I Cl p̂ r DAD tts /  dyz (56%)

255(4.86) aryl ei —> d^2-y 2 /  Cl cr /  DAD N p* (81%)
__________________ 253(4.90) d,2 /  Cl o- /  DAD N p* ^  DAD 7T3 /  dyz (65%)

“ See appendix A
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character but the metal complex has an additional contribution from the palladium 

dyz orbital. The receiving orbital in the transition at 407 nm was found to be the 

same as for the transition at 417 nm but the starting orbitals are the HOMO-6  (57a, 

41%) and the HOMO-3 (60a, 38%). The HOMO-6  (figure 3.14(c)) is, as mentioned 

earlier, of pure ligand character and is a mixture of the e\ level of the aryl rings and 

the acetylenic t t  bonding level. The HOMO-3 (figure 3.14(d)), on the other hand, is 

predominantly of dyz and chlorine p̂ r character.

The experimental band at 298 nm, which is not present in 2 , is equated with the 

transition found computationally at 295 nm. This may be characterised as a pal

ladium ligand field transition which is made up predominantly (64%) of promotion 

of an electron from the HOMO-4 (59a, figure 3.14(e)), that has Pd d^2 and Pd s 

character, to the LUMO-l-1 (65a, figure 3.14(f)), that has Pd da,2_y2. Cl a and DAD 

N p character.

The high energy band found computationally between 273 to 253 nm is, just 

as the high energy band in 2 , made up of a number of almost isoenergetic trans

itions. The most intense of these transitions is the transition at 253 nm, which is 

made up mainly (65%) of the promotion of an electron from the HOMO-14 (49a, 

figure 3.14(g)) to the LUMO (64a). This is a transition from an MO of Pd d^2/ Cl 

p/DAD N p cr* character to the tts orbital of the DAD ligand and the Pd dyz level. 

The other two, less intense transitions at 273 and 255 nm, are due to transitions from 

acetylene Tr/dy^/Cl p̂ r to DAD 'K^/dyz and aryl ei to da;2_y2/C l cr/DAD N p respect

ively. Just as was seen in the ligands, the intensities of these high energy transitions 

are significantly underestimated in comparison with experimental results.
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3.5.5 Comparison of the Calculated Electronic Absorption

Spectrum of 8 with the Experim entally Determ ined

Spectrum of 7

In section 3.4.3, it was shown that the introduction of the strongly electron donat

ing McgN group at the para position of the aryl rings of the DAD causes a batho

chromic shift of the long wavelength transition, and that this shift occurs in both 

the experimental and the calculated spectrum. The experimental spectrum of the 

Me2N-substituted complex 7 also shows a bathochromic shift of the long wavelength 

transition (781 nm compared with the unsubstituted complex 3 (425 nm)).^^ This 

transition is also, just as in 3, significantly shifted to a longer wavelength compared 

to the free ligand. It is of particular interest to determine the character of this 

transition as it lies in the NIR region of the spectrum. The spectrum also has two 

intense peaks at 229 and 257 nm and two less intense peaks at 308 and 399 nm.

The calculated potential energy curve for rotation of the aryl rings about the 

C-N bond of 8  (a model for 7) consists of many local minima and a global minimum 

for this distortion could not be determined. This problem seemed to arise when 

including solvent in the calculation and therefore the corresponding energy curve 

for 8  was calculated in the gas phase. A ZC1-N-C4-C5 minimum was found at 

47°. The potential energy curve obtained in gas-phase was used to carry out the 

Boltzmann weighting on transition energies obtained from calculations carried out 

in solution. As with 4, the minimum found in vacuo for 8  is deep and hence only 

one structure makes a significant contribution to the absorption spectrum.

Figure 3.16, a valence molecular orbital energy level diagram for 8 , shows that, 

in contrast to 4, where the HOMO is of palladium d character (figure 3.13), the
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HOMO in 8  is made up of the ei level of the aryl rings and of dimethyl amino t t *  

character. In fact the HOMO is one of the two occupied aryl-centred orbitals in 4 

that are destabilised by the antibonding interaction between the N p̂ r lone pair and 

the aryl ring and, as a result, are of higher energy than the five occupied palladium 

d and Cl tt  orbitals. This destabilisation of two aryl based orbitals is expected to 

have a major effect on the electronic absorption spectra. The remaining two aryl 

orbitals do not have any contribution from the dimethyl amino nitrogen and are 

therefore, more or less, unaffected by the substitution. Unlike in 4, the low intensity 

transition from a palladium d-centred orbital to the LUMO is no longer the lowest 

energy transition possible (i.e. the HOMO is no longer of metal d character). This 

gives rise to the possibility of a more intense transition from the HOMO (81a) to 

the LUMO (82a) which will now be discussed.

Figure 3.17 shows the experimental spectrum of 7 and the calculated spectrum 

of 8  (modified according to equation 3.1) and the MO characters of the calculated 

transitions are given in table 3.15. As for the corresponding ligand (6 ), DFT under

estimates the intensity of the short wavelength transitions with the result that they 

are barely visible compared with the longer wavelength transitions. A discussion of 

the shorter wavelength transitions (below 400 nm) in 6  is therefore not feasible and 

the discussion is confined to the longer wavelength transitions.

It can be seen in figure 3.17 that equation 3.1 do not work very well for this 

system, and there is still a reasonable difference between the experimentally obtained 

spectrum and the simulated spectrum.

The low energy transition at 697 nm is equated to the low energy band at 781 nm 

in the experimental spectrum. This transition was found to be due to a transition 

made up almost entirely (91%) of the promotion of an electron from the HOMO
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F ig u re  3.16: Molecular orbital energy level diagram of 8 .

— exp. 7 
calc. 8

E=1.2646*Eca,c+0.1221
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X/nm

F ig u re  3.17: The experimental UV/Vis absorption spectrum of 7 (solid line) and 

the simulated spectrum of 8  (dashed line). The intensity of the 

longest wavelength peak in 7 has been set equal to that of the second 

longest wavelength peak in the simulated spectrum of 8 .
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Table 3.15: Experimental and calculated wavelengths and energies, and calculated 

orbital characteristics of the bands in the UV/Vis spectra of DAD 

Palladium complexes. Calculated wavelengths and energies have been 

modified according to equation 3.1.
(Energy/eV)

Comp. 7 
(exp)^^

Comp. 8 
(calc)

Principal character of initial and final MOs

781(1.59)
399(3.11)

308(4.02)
257(4.82)
229(5.41)

697(1.78)
456(2.72)

aryl e\ /  Me2N N tt  ^  DAD t t s  /  dyz (91%)
aryl c i  /  Me2N N tt  —>■ da,2_^2 /  Cl tt  /  DAD N (6 8 %)
d^2 - ,  DAD 7T3 /  d%,̂  (23%)

(81a) to the LUMO (82a). Figure 3.18(a) shows that the HOMO, as mentioned 

earlier, is a mixture of the ei level of the aryl rings and the p̂  ̂ AO of the dimethyl 

amino nitrogens. The LUMO (figure 3.18(b)) has similar character to the LUMO 

of 4, i.e. DAD TTg and palladium dyz character. The long wavelength transition in 

8  is thus found to be an intramolecular charge transfer from the outer aryl rings to 

the central DAD backbone and the palladium.

The only other intense transition, at 456 nm, is equated to the 399 nm band in 

the experimental spectrum and is found to be due to the promotion of an electron 

from the HOMO (81a) to the LUMO+1 (83a, 6 8 %) and to a lesser extent from the 

HOMO-6  (75a) to the LUMO (82a, 23%). The LUMO+1 (83a, figure 3.18(d)) is 

made up of contributions from the palladium da;2_y2, the Cl <j and one of the lone 

pair combinations of the DAD nitrogen. The HOMO-6  (75a, figure 3.18(c)) is made 

up of the dz‘2 level of the palladium with a small contribution from palladium s.
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(a) HOMO (81a) (b) LUMO (82a)

(c) HOMO-6 (75a) (d) LUMO+1 (83a)

F igure  3.18: Three dimensional representations of selected MOs of 8 .
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3.5.6 Comparison of the Calculated Electronic Absorption

Spectrum of 12 with the Experim entally Determ ined

Spectrum of 11

The study of the palladium complexes has so far been concerned with complexes with 

a hydrogen or an electron withdrawing dimethyl amino group in the para position 

of the aryl rings. Just as in the study of the free ligands, it was also of interest to 

examine 1 1 ,̂  ̂ which has electron donating nitro groups in the para position.

The longest wavelength band in the experimentally recorded spectrum of 11 

(data given in table 3.16) lies at 436 nm, which is only slightly bathochromically 

shifted (by 11 nm) compared to 3 (425 nm) but significantly shifted to a longer 

wavelength compared to 9 (360 nm). The long wavelength band has a shoulder 

at 416 nm, of only marginally lower intensity. The most intense band is the high 

energy band which consists of two peaks at 264 and 230 nm.

Table 3.16: Wavelength (nm), energies (eV), extinction coefficients and oscillator 

strengths, calculated for 12 and obtained experimentally for 11. The 

calculated orbital characteristics are also presented.
Comp. 1 1  exp^^ Comp. 1 2  calc Principal character of initial

A Ext. A Osc. and final MOs
(Energy) coeff. (Energy) S t .

436(2.84) 12900 445(2.78) 0.07 àyz /  Cl 7T -> DAD 7T3 /  àyz (80%)
416(2.98) 10900 377(3.29) 0.07 aryl ei /  dxz /  DAD N DAD tts /  dyz

(42%)
264(4.69) 38300 282(4.40) 0.03 dxz /  DAD N /  aryl ei dx2^y2 /  C\ a /

DAD N /  O-N-0 7T* (72%)
230(5.39) 32300 276(4.49) 0.04 aryl ei /  O-N-0 t t *  —> O-N-0 t t *  (41%)

264(4.70) 0.05 dz2 /  Pd s ^  dx2-y2 /  Cl (7 /  DAD N /
O-N-0 TT* (54%)

Figure 3.19 shows the calculated molecular orbital diagram for 12, a model for
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F ig u re  3.19: Molecular orbital energy level diagram for 1 2 .

1 1 . The diagram is very similar to that of 4 (figure 3.13), with the HOMO to the 

HOMO-4 being located on the palladium and the chlorines, and with the orbitals 

made up of the aryl e% MO, appearing at lower energy. However, in between the 

metal-centred and the aryl-centred orbitals, there are two orbitals made up of the t t  

AOs of the oxygens in the nitro groups (74a and 73a).

Computationally a transition at 445 nm was found, which is equated to the 

experimentally observed long wavelength band at 436 nm (see table 3.16). This 

transition was found to be due to the promotion of an electron from the HOMO-3 

(76a) to the LUMO (80a, 80%). The HOMO-3 is made up of the dyz level of the 

palladium and the t t  AO of the chlorines. The LUMO, like the LUMO in 4 and 8 , is 

made up of the DAD tts and Pd dyz- An equivalent transition is also present in 4 at
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449 nm, but it is much less intense and was therefore not included in section 3.5.4. 

The shoulder found experimentally at 416 nm, is found computationally at 377 nm. 

This is a transition between the HOMO-7 (72a) and the LUMO (80a). The HOMO- 

7 is of dxzi aryl ei and DAD N p̂  ̂ character and is thus very similar to the HOMO-5 

in 4 with the exception of the palladium contribution.

In the region between 250-300 nm, a number of almost isoenergetic transitions 

are found and are equated to the high energy peaks at 264 and 230 nm in the experi

mental spectrum. The three most intense transitions are included in table 3.16. The 

transition at 282 nm is made up mainly (72%) of a transition between the HOMO-7 

(72a) to the LUMO-l-1 (81a). The LUMO-t-1 is very similar to the LUMO-j-1 in the 

previously discussed complexes in that it has d^2_^z. Cl cr and DAD N p character 

but the LUMO-j-1 in 1 2  also has a contribution from the O-N-0 t t * .  The transition 

at 276 nm is a transition between the HOMO-5 (74a) and the LUM0-T2 (82a) which 

both have O-N-0 t t *  character but the HOMO-5 also has a small amount of aryl ei 

character. The marginally more intense transition at 264 nm is due to promotion of 

an electron from the HOMO-4 (75a) to the LUMO-j-3 (83a). The HOMO-4 is of Pd 

d 2̂ and Pd s character and the LUMO+3 is made up of the same orbital character 

as LUMO-l-1 but with a stronger contribution from the da;2_y2. Cl cr and DAD N 

p. Once again it can be seen that the intensities of the high energy transitions are 

significantly underestimated.
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3.5.7 Comparison of the Calculated Electronic Absorption

Spectrum of 16 with the Experim entally Determ ined

Spectrum of 15

In the study of the free ligands (section 3.4.5) it was shown that 13, which has one 

Mc2N substituent and one NO2 substituent, has a long wavelength transition (468 

nm) at almost the same wavelength as 5, which has two Mc2N substituents (486 

nm). The palladium complex of 13, i.e. 15, shows similar behaviour to the free 

l ig a n d ta b le  3.17 indicates that 15 has a long wavelength transition at 777 nm, 

which is only slightly hypsochromically shifted compared to the long wavelength 

transition at 781 nm found in 7. Three other transitions were found at 415, 257 and 

228 nm (the latter two transitions are more intense).

Table 3.17: Wavelength (nm), energies (eV), extinction coefficients and oscillator 

strengths, calculated for 16 and obtained experimentally for 15. The 

calculated orbital characteristics are also presented.

Comp. 15 exp" Comp. 16 calc Principal character of initial
A Ext. A Osc. and final MOs

(Energy) coeff. (Energy) S t .

777(1.59) 15600 736(1.68) 0.14 Mc2N aryl Ci /  Mc2N N tt ^  dy  ̂ /  DAD tts
(69%)

667(1.86) 0 .1 0 dzz /  CItt dyz /  DAD TTg (47%)
415(2.99) 13500 441(2.81) 0.08 dyz /  Cl 7T ^  dy  ̂ /  DAD7T3 (6 6 %)

406(3.05) 0.06 Mc2N aryl Ci /  Mc2N N tt —>• d^2_y2 J C\ a /
DAD N (84%)

353(3.51) 0.08 Mc2N aryl Ci /  Mc2N acetylene 7r ^  dy  ̂ /
DAD 7T3 (39%)

257(4.82) 40200 290(4.27) 0.04 dxz /  Cl 7T —>■ DAD 7T4 /  acetylene tt* (34%)
228(5.43) 37000 242(5.12) 0.08 dy;z /  Cl 7T —>■ DAD 7T4 /  acetylene tt* (41%)

Figure 3.20 shows the calculated molecular orbital diagram for 1 6 ,  a model for
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F ig u re  3.20: Molecular orbital energy level diagram for 16.

15. It can be seen that 16 has one aryl-based orbital that has been destabilised by 

the dimethyl amino lone pair (the HOMO). This orbital is situated completely on 

the side of the molecule to which the dimethyl amino group is attached, and is of 

the same character as the HOMO in 8 , i.e. the e% level of the aryl ring and the tt 

AO of the dimethyl amino nitrogen.

Computationally, the long wavelength band was found to be made up of two 

transitions at 736 and 667 nm. Of these, the transition at 736 nm is the most 

intense and was found to be due to the promotion of an electron from the HOMO 

(80a) to the LUMO (81a, 69%). The HOMO is, as mentioned earlier, located on the 

electron-rich amine half of the molecule and the LUMO, just as in 4, 8  and 1 2 , is of 

DAD 7T3 and dyz character. The lower intensity transition is made up of a number
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of transitions, the biggest of which (47%) is a transition from the HOMO-1 (79a) to 

the LUMO (81a). The HOMO-1 is of and Cl character.

Three transitions at 441, 406 and 353 nm are equated to the band found ex

perimentally at 415 nm. The transitions at 441 nm and 353 nm have the LUMO 

as the finishing orbital with the former having the HOMO-4 (76a) and the latter 

having the HOMO-7 (73a) as starting orbitals. The HOMO-4 is of dyz and 01 p̂ r 

character. The HOMO-7 is located on the dimethyl amino molecular half of the 

molecule and is made up of the ei level of the aryl ring and the acetylenic ?r bonding 

level. The transition at 406 nm is, once more, a transition starting with the HOMO 

(80a) but finishing with the LUMO+2 (83a). The LUMO-l-2 was found to be of the 

same character as the LUMO-l-1 in the previously discussed complexes, i.e. da,2_^2. 

Cl c r  and DAD N p, but with no O-N-O t t * character. The high energy band found 

experimentally at 257 and 228 nm, was found computationally at 290 and 242 nm. 

Several, almost isoenergetic transitions, are also present but are of lower intensity. 

The transitions at 290 and 242 nm are due to d^j^/Cl p̂ r to DAD 7T4/acetylene t t *  

and dyz/Cl n to DAD Tr^/acetylene t t *  respectively.

The HOMO —>■ LUMO transition, found at 6 8 8  nm in the corresponding ligand 

(14), was also found in 16 (not shown in table 3.17 due to its extremely low intensity 

of 0.0015) at 597 nm but is now a HOMO — LUMO-l-1 transition. The reason for 

the hypsochromic shift is that the energy of the receiving orbital is almost unaffected 

when going from 14 to 16, with only a slight destabilisation in energy (-j-0.14 eV). 

The energy of the starting orbital, on the other hand, is stabilised in the complex 

relative to the free ligand (-0.37 eV). This results in a higher energy transition in 16 

than in 14. In all spectra, it is seen that the higher the energy of the transition, the 

more underestimated the intensity is. This might be the reason for the comparatively
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high intensity of this transition in 14 and the low intensity of the transition in 16.

3 .5 .8  F urther S tu d ies o f  E lectron ic  E x c ita tio n  E nergies in  

D iazab u tad ien e P allad iu m  C om p lexes

Prom the four molecular diagrams discussed in the previous sections (figure 3.13, 

3.16, 3.19 and 3.20), some general conclusions can be drawn about the nature of 

the highest occupied orbitals in 4, 8 , 12 and 16. Figure 3.21 presents a summary of 

MO diagrams for these compounds. All complexes have five orbitals that are centred 

at the palladium and the chlorines. Each compound also has four orbitals made up 

predominantly of the ei level of the aryl rings. If the substituent in the para position 

of the aryl rings has a lone pair that can interact in an antibonding manner with 

the aryl 7r-system (as in the case for 8  and 16), one of the four aryl-centred orbitals 

is destabilised to a higher energy. In 8 , which has two such substituents, two of the 

aryl-centred orbitals are destabilised to the point at which they become the HOMO 

and the HOMO-1 . 16 only has one such substituent with a lone pair and therefore 

only one aryl orbital is destabilised significantly. The NO2 substituent, having no 

N-based lone pair to interact with the aryl tt  system, has an orbital that is based 

solely on the substituent. 1 2  has two such substituents and has two orbitals made 

up of the O 7T AOs, whereas 16 has one and therefore only has one orbital of O tt 

character.

All compounds have a transition from the highest aryl-centred orbital to the 

LUMO. This transition is, in all but one compound (1 2 ), the lowest energy trans

ition of significant intensity. It would therefore seem that in order to construct a 

chromophore with a low energy absorption band, one has to find a substituent that 

can antibond with the aryl 7r-system so that the energy of that orbital becomes as
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high (least negative) as possible. An atom or group with lone pairs out of the aryl 

plane would seem to be the obvious choice. To further investigate this, calculations 

of a complex with two chlorine substituents in the para positions of the aryl rings 

were carried out as well as calculations of a complex with two fluorine substituents. 

It should be noted that no full investigation of the potential energy curve was done; 

the aryl rings were set to rotate freely and the geometry obtained from this was used 

to calculate the transition energies. Neither F or Cl destabilise the two orbitals of 

aryl Ci character to the same extent as NMc2 . They are only destabilised to become 

the HOMO-3 and the HOMO-5 as opposed to in 8  where they are destabilised to 

become the HOMO and the HOMO-1. As a result, the lowest transition in both 

halogen complexes that is of signiflcant intensity, is found to be a transition from the 

HOMO-3 to the LUMO. Table 3.18 shows the wavelengths, energies and oscillator 

strength of the lowest energy transition of signiflcant intensity in complexes with H 

(4), NMc2 (8 ), F and Cl substituents. As can be seen, both fluorine and chlorine 

cause a bathochromic shift (98 nm and 112 nm) of the long wavelength transition 

compared to the unsubstituted complex (4) but are hypsochromically shifted relat

ive to 8  (by 182 nm and 168 nm). Neither of the halogens gives rise to a transition 

of higher intensity than the intensity calculated for 8 . The long wavelength trans

ition in the chlorine-substituted complex is of lower energy than the corresponding 

transition in the fluorine-substituted complex. This can be attributed to the orbital 

composition of the starting orbital (HOMO-3), in which it is seen that there is less 

F 7T character in the orbital in the fluorine complex than there is Cl tt character in 

the orbital in the chlorine complex and thus less destabilisation occurs. It should 

also be noted that chlorine is a better tt donor than fluorine.

Figure 3.22 shows the changes in the MO energies between the unsubstituted
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Table 3.18: Calculated wavelength (nm), energies (eV) and oscillator strengths for 

H, NMe2, F and Cl substituted complexes (adjusted by equation 3.1).
Substituent A (Energy) Osc. St.

H(4) 417(2.97) 0 .1 2

NMe2 (8 ) 697(1.78) 0.25
F 515(2.40) 0.03
Cl 529(2.34) 0.08

diazabutadiene (2), the dimethyl amino substituted diazabutadiene (4) and their 

palladium complexes (4 and 8 ). It can be seen that the occupied orbitals in 2 are 

destabilised when adding the dimethyl amio substituent (6 ). When complexing 6  

with palladium dichloride (8 ), the most significant energy difference occurs in the 

LUMO, which becomes lower in energy than in either 2 or 6 . This stabilisation of 

the LUMO with respect to the free ligand is also observed in 4. It should be noted 

that the LUMO in the complexes is not of the same character as the LUMO of the 

free ligands; the complexes’ LUMOs feature a Pd dyz contribution as well as the 

DAD 7T3 that makes up the LUMO in the free ligands. Figure 3.22 strongly suggests 

that both the dimethyl amino substituent and the palladium are necessary to obtain 

a low energy transition in the NIR region.

Another question may be asked; is the acetylene moiety necessary to obtain a 

low energy transition such as the one present in 7? The orbitals involved in the 

transition have, as can be seen in figure 3.18(a) and figure 3.18(b) (page 77), little 

contribution from the acetylenic AOs. A geometry optimisation and a transition 

energy calculation of a complex, in which the acetylene has been replaced by hy

drogen, and with NMe2 in the para position of the aryl rings, was carried out. The 

aryl rings were allowed to rotate freely and a minimum with the aryl rings at the
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exact same angle (47°) as in 8  was found. The low energy band was found to be 

shifted hypsochromically by 61 nm to 636 nm, as compared to 697 nm in 8 . This 

suggests that the small contribution of the acetylenes to the LUMO of 8  results in a 

shift of the longest wavelength band in the absorption spectrum and, together with 

the synthetic advantages (see section 3.1), indicates that the acetylenic groups are 

desirable in generating NIR chromophores.

3 .5 .9  Solvent D ep en d en ce  o f  7

7 was synthesised according to literature procedures'^ and the UV-spectra in dif

ferent solvents were recorded. The long wavelength transition in 7 was found to be 

sensitive to the choice of solvent. Figure 3.23 shows the shift observed when record

ing the absorption spectra in solvents of different dielectric constants. To see how 

well AD F could reproduce this shift, the electronic absorption spectrum for 8  was 

calculated in diethyl ether and in acetone. The results were compared with those 

discussed earlier that were carried out in DCM and are gathered in table 3.19.

25 1
— Ether 4.3

20 -

DCM  8.9
I

/ \ Acetone 20.710 -

350 450 550 650 750 850 950
1/nm

F ig u re  3.23: Absorption spectra for 7 in different solvents. The dielectric constant 

is given next to the solvent.

Experimentally a shift of 27 nm, from 754 nm to 781 nm, was observed when
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Table 3.19: Calculated and experimental wavelength (nm) and energies (eV) for 

the low energy transition in 8  in different solvents (adjusted by equa

tion 3.1).
Solvent '^exp •^calc

(Dielectric const.) (Energy) (Energy)

Ether(e=4.3) 754(1.64) 692(1.79)
DCM(e=8.9) 781(1.59) 697(1.78)

Acetone(e=20.7) 752(1.65) 708(1.75)

exchanging diethyl ether (e=4.3) for DCM (e=8.9). Computationally this shift is 

significantly underestimated and a shift of only 5 nm (692 nm to 697 nm) is observed. 

In the experimental spectrum, the long wavelength band in acetone (e=20.7), is 

shifted to shorter wavelength (752 nm) compared to the spectrum recorded in diethyl 

ether and DCM. Unfortunately the calculation carried out in acetone results in a 

shift to a longer wavelength (708 nm).

There are some possible explanations as to why the calculated energies do not re

produce the shifts observed experimentally; the experimental shifts are small and as 

observed for previously discussed compounds, the calculated energies are somewhat 

different from the experimental values even after being altered by equation 3.1. The 

discrepancies are usually larger than the experimental shift caused by the solvent. 

Additionally, COSMO may not be able to calculate such small effects as those ob

served here.

When including a solvent using COSMO there are, as discussed in chapter 3.2.3, 

different methods of how the solvent radius is calculated. The results presented so 

far were all carried out with a solvent whose radius has been calculated using the 

central atom (C in DCM, O in diethyl ether and Cc=o in acetone) as the centre of 

the sphere. An alternative way to calculate the radii is by using the centre of mass
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as the centre instead of the central atom.

To establish what effect these different methods of calculating the solvent radii 

have on the palladium complexes discussed here, a geometry optimisation of 8  was 

carried out using the centre-of-mass method to establish the solvent radius of DCM. 

The radius used previously is 3.58 Â and the radius when using the centre of mass 

method is 3.09 Â. The somewhat shorter radius was found to make no significant 

difference to the geometry of 8  and an energy minimum equal to the previous min

imum was found. A calculation of excitation energies was carried out and as with the 

geometry, no significant differences were observed. Thus it can only be concluded 

that the COSMO approach in ADF can not adequately reproduce the small shifts 

observed due to changing solvent.

3.5 .10  C onclusions

It has been previously observed experimentally that it is possible to tune the energy 

of the longest wavelength in the UV/Vis absorption spectra of DAD molecules by, for 

example, para substitution of the aryl rings and/or complexation to metal dichloride 

units. The computational work presented in this thesis provides a rationalisation for 

these observations, and makes direct connections between the electronic structures 

of the DADs (and their complexes) and their electronic absorption spectra. Thus, 

para substituents on the aryl rings with a lone pair which can interact with the 

aryl tt  system, destabilise one aryl-based MO per substituent present. The strongly 

electron-donating Mc2N substituent destabilises these orbitals to the extent that 

they become the HOMO (and HOMO-1 if two substituents are present). Halogens, 

such as F and Cl, do not destabilise these orbitals to the same extent as McgN.

Complexation with palladium causes the LUMO to be stabilised due to interac
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tion between the Pd dy  ̂ and the DAD 7:3 . The result of the stabilised LUMO and 

the destabilised HOMO (or HOMO-x depending on the substituent) is a signific

antly smaller HOMO-LUMO gap and thus a bathochromically shifted low energy 

transition.

The role of the acetylenic substituents on the DAD backbone has not been in

vestigated as extensively as those of the palladium and dimethyl amino groups, but 

the calculations suggests that they also have a role to play, it is therefore clear that 

the empirical observation that the best NIR chromophores which can be obtained 

from this type of DAD system require (a) NMe2 substitution of the para position 

of the aryl rings, (b) complexation to PdCb and (c) acetylenic substitution of the 

DAD backbone, has a firm basis in the electronic structure of the compounds.
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Chapter 4 

The Strength of the X 2 Bond; 

X = F , Cl, Br, I

4.1 Introduction

It is well known that the bond energy of F2 is significantly less than would be 

expected from extrapolation of the I2, Br2 and CI2 values (I2: -149kJ/mol, Br2: - 

190, CI2: -239, F2: -154).'^  ̂ Indeed, the F-F bond is one of the weakest of all covalent 

bonds. This anomaly has prompted numerous studies going back to the middle of 

the last century and includes contributions from chemists such as Pitzer, Pauling, 

Coulson and Mulliken.

In 1955, Pitzer proposed that London (dispersion) attractive forces between the 

nonbonding electrons might significantly contribute to the bonding energy in the X2 

f a m i l y . T h e s e  forces can be seen as being due to electrons in the outer region of 

an atom or a molecule moving around so that there is an instantaneous dipole. This 

then affects the electrons on the other atom and thus gives rise to a weak bond. The
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London formula is written as

where a  is the polarisability, R  is the separation and hi/ can be approximated 

by the ionisation potential. Table 4.1 shows that according to Pitzer, the London 

term accounts for approximately 35% of the bond energy for CI2 whereas it only 

has a small contribution to the bond energy for F2 (c. 10%). By subtracting this 

term from the total bond energy, the anomaly of the bond energy of F2 is reduced 

significantly.

Table 4.1: The effect of the London dispersive energy (E'l) on the dissociation 

energy (Do) of the X2 molecules according to two different studies. En

ergies in kj/m ol.
Pitzer Caldow and Coulson

Do Eh Do-Eh Do Eh Do~Eh

F2 163 17 146 158 6 152
C12 239 84 155 239 16 223
Br2 189 71 118 190 45 145
I2 149 54 95 149 - -

Some years later, Caldow and Coulson came to a different conclusion by us

ing different polarisabilities and ionisation potentials than P i t z e r . C a l d o w  and 

Coulson’s results are presented together with Pitzer’s results in table 4.1 and it can 

be seen that according to Caldow and Coulson the dispersion effect is much less 

significant and can only account for a small part of the anomaly observed in F2.

Also in 1955, Mulliken invoked the idea of hybridisation to explain why CI2 has 

a stronger bond than F2 .̂  ̂ Specifically ‘the greater strength of the “single” bond 

in CI2 can be understood as a consequence of pronounced partial multiple bond
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character made possible by d hybridisation’. Thus, Mulliken suggests that F2 is not 

anomalously weak but CI2 is anomalously strong.

Pauling shared Mulliken’s view that hybridisation is important but for a different 

r e a s o n . H e  stated that the reason for di-fluorine’s low bonding energy is due to 

destabilising interactions between unshared electron pairs on the separate atoms. 

This destabilising effect is decreased by hybridisation and the heavier halogens will 

have more pronounced d-hybridisation than fluorine and thus be less destabilised by 

the electron pairs.

In 1962 Caldow and Coulson calculated the Coulomb energies of X2, which 

showed the same trends as seen in their bond e n e r g i e s . T h e  anomaly in F2 com

pared to CI2, Br2 and I2 was traced to all three electrostatic energy contributors 

(electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus repulsion, and nucleus-electron attraction). 

These terms are all heavily dependent on the interatomic distance and Caldow and 

Coulson suggested that the fluorine atoms would prefer to be closer together (there 

is a small a-a overlap in F2) but are prevented from this due to some repulsive force.

In 1983 Jolly and Eyermann showed for the first time that F2 experiences lone 

pair/lone pair repulsion, whereas no such repulsion could be found in CI2, Br2 and 

l2 .̂  ̂ They used photoelectron spectroscopy data to calculate localised ionisation 

potentials (LOIPs), i.e. the energies that atomic orbitals (in molecules) would have 

if they were non-bonding. These LOIPs were then compared with the ionisation 

potentials of the valence t t  and tt* molecular orbitals. Consequently, Jolly and 

Eyermann came to the conclusion that the anomalies observed for F2 can, at least 

to some extent, be explained by lone pair repulsion.

Most modern inorganic chemistry textbooks favour the lone pair/lone pair re

pulsion argument of Jolly and Eyermann, Pauling and, implicitly, Caldow and
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Coulson.

This work presents the results of my own investigation into the bond energy 

of the diatomic halogens F2, CI2, Br2 and I2. Modern density functional theory 

has been used to probe the electronic structure of the molecules as a function of 

internuclear separation, and the bond energy has been broken down into chemically 

useful components using the energy decomposition scheme developed by Ziegler and 

Rank (see section 1.8.2).^^’̂  ̂ The aims were two-fold; to see how the previous 

explanations of the weakness of the F2 bond stand up to modern quantum chemical 

analysis and ultimately to find why the F2 bond is so weak. It should be noted that 

there have been many other quantum chemical studies of F2, which are discussed 

later in this chapter, although I am aware of only one using the present methodology. 

This work, currently in press is by Esterhuysen and Frenking, and is discussed after 

the presentation of my results. My study has already been published (see reference 

57).
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4.2 D eterm in ing  th e  M ost Suitab le C om putational 

Param eters

4.2 .1  E xchan ge-C orrela tion  F unctional

The initial aim of this study was to determine the most suitable parameters, e.g. 

basis set and XC-functional, for calculating the bond energy in the diatomic halogen 

molecules as well as other key data such as bond lengths and vibrational frequencies. 

There have been many attempts in the literature to accurately calculate the bond 

energy of these molecules using many different methods, and success has been mixed. 

Table 4.2 summarises some of the data found in the literature together with some 

results from this study. These have been obtained using DFT, as implemented in 

the ADF program, together with a number of ab initio and DFT calculations using 

the Gaussian98 program.

(a) Ab in itio  m ethods It can be seen that Hartree-Fock (HF) predicts the two 

fluorine atoms to be unbound by 114 kJ/m ol when employing the cc-pVQZ basis 

set^^ and by 164 kJ/m ol when employing the 6-311+G(df) basis set. HF also gives 

the weakest bonds for GI2 and Br2. HF usually underbinds molecules as no electron 

correlation is taken into account but the poor agreement with experimental data 

for F2 is exceptionally poor. Indeed, it has been known for the past 40 years that 

Hartree-Fock is unable to give a correct potential energy curve for F2.®̂’®* It was 

later found that the lowest unoccupied orbital, Scr̂ , plays a signiflcant role in the 

binding and the calculated bond energy is significantly improved by using a two- 

determinantal wave function consisting of both the Hartree-Fock determinant and 

the (3cr^)-^(3(j^) d e t e r m i n a n t . H o w e v e r ,  the calculated bond energy was still
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Table 4.2: Bond energies (kJ/mol) for the diatomic halogen molecules. No zero 

point energies (ZPE) are included unless stated.
Method Basis set F2 GI2 Br2 I2

Experimental^^ E -154 -239 -190 -149
Ab initio
Hp58 cc-pVQZ 114
HF 6-311+G(df) 164 -57 -62
MRCISD-6 ^̂ 5s4p2dlf -152
MP2 6-311+G(df) -149 -210 -201
G2(MP2,SVP)®o 6-31G(d) -153 -244
G2 (MP2 ,SVP)Gi 6-311-hG(3df,2p) -182
GGSD(T)®2 cc-pVQZ -154
GGSD(T)63 cc-pVQZ -234
GGSD(T) 6-311+G(df ) -116 -203 -192
GASSGF+1+2^8 cc-pVQZ -142
DFT

X-only/PW91x/PBFc/ZORA QZ4P(ST0) -237 -253 -215 -187
X -only/PW 91x/PBFc/Z0RA/ QZ4P(ST0) -233 -244 -186 -135
spin-orbit
X-only/PW 91x/PBFc/ZORA/ QZ4P(ST0) -227 -241 -184 -134
spin-orbit/ZPE
PBF(local part only)®"̂ TZ2P(GT0) -327 -347
PBF®4 TZ2P(GT0) -223 -272
Meta-GGA(PBF)G4 TZ2P(GT0) -181 -249
BLYP/ZORA QZ4P(ST0) -258 -257 -217 -187
BLYP 6-311+G(df) -185 -219 -211

BLYP®^ 6-311G(d) -208
BLYP^^ 6-311+G(3df)/ -183

MP2(fu)/6-31G(d)
Hybrid DFT

B3LYP 6-311+G(df) -133 -206 -200
BSLYPGG TZ2P(GT0) -146 -217
BSLYPGI 6-311-hG(3df)/ -173

MP2(fu)/6-31G(d)
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not satisfactory and in 1981 Blomberg and Siegbahn^^ published a paper which 

showed that the inclusion of the 27Tu in the reference space further improves the 

bond energy. A six-reference wave function containing configurations (3 <7g)— 

and (3crg)(l7ru)^(3cru)(27r^) was found to be necessary to give a reliable result. Also, 

it was found that a basis set including f functions is needed and dynamic electron 

correlation has to be properly described. A brief summary of calculations striving to 

accurately reproduce the bond energy of F2 has recently been given by Pittner et al.^  ̂

This paper states that single-reference methods such as MP2 and CCSD(T) might 

give reasonable bond energies (see table 4.2 and below) but the potential energy 

curve begins to deviate from a realistic potential curve deduced from experiment at 

r=2.3 Â.

Inclusion of correlation through second order Mpller-Plesset (MP2) theory gives 

satisfactory results for F2, as well as CI2 and Br2. Both the Coupled Cluster 

(CCSD(T)) method®^’ and the Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field (CAS- 

SCF) method^^ in conjunction with cc-pVDZ also yield bond energies close to the 

experimentally recorded energies.

(b) D F T  m eth o d s Even though Density Functional Theory (DFT) in some ways 

accounts for electron correlation, using the simplest forms of DFT, i.e. the Local 

Density Approximation (LDA), the molecular binding energy is significantly over

estimated. This can be seen in table 4.2 where the local part of Perdew, Burke and 

Ernzerhof’s PBE functional^^ predicts the bond energy of F2 and CI2 to be 173 and 

108 kJ/m ol greater than the respective experimentally recorded values. Moving to 

the gradient corrected part of the PBE functional, or using Becke’s 1988 exchange 

corrections in combination with Lee, Yang and Parr’s (BLYP) corrects for this over-
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estimation to some extent but the bond energies for F2 and CI2 are still too large. 

Applying the 6-31 lG(d) basis set with BLYP®  ̂ to F2 gave slightly poorer values 

than using the 6-311-l-G(df) basis set. The QZ4P STO basis set results in an even 

more overestimated bond energy for F2 than the GTO basis sets. This is a general 

trend in the halogen series even though the difference between the two types of 

basis sets becomes smaller for the heavier halogens. The bond energy for Br2 can 

be calculated very accurately using BLYP and the GTO 6-311+G(3df) basis set at 

the MP2/6-31G(d) optimised geometry,®^ whereas direct GTO 6-311-|-G(df) or STO 

QZ4P overestimates the energy.

The best results for the bond energy in the halogen series are achieved by using 

hybrid DFT functionals such as B3LYP. B3LYP is especially good at estimating 

the bond energy for F2, which is the diatomic halogen where most of the other 

methods do worst. The met a functional based on Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof’s 

functional®^ also performs well and gives much more accurate bond energies than the 

corresponding gradient corrected functional. Unfortunately, the Amsterdam Density 

Functional (ADF) program, which has been used throughout the work presented 

here, does not support hybrid DFT functionals, and meta-GGA functionals can 

only be employed in single point calculations.

The reason for using the ADF program is to give access to the energy decom

position scheme described in section 1.8.2. Limitations of the ADF program mean 

that pure DFT methods and STO basis sets have to be applied even though the 

data in table 4.2 indicate that more accurate bond energies could be obtained by 

using hybrid DFT functionals instead of pure DFT functionals or applying GTO 

basis sets instead of STO basis sets.

The ADF program offers a wide range of XG-functionals. To find a suitable
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LDA description, pure Slater exchange (X-only, a  =  2/3) and the parameterisation 

of Vosko, Wilk and Nusair (VWN) which includes some electron correlation were 

used. Unless otherwise stated, the QZ4P basis set was used with relativistic effects 

taken into account through ZORA. Neither spin-orbit coupling nor zero-point energy 

are included. The tendency for DFT to overestimate the correlation results in VWN 

giving a larger bond energy than X-only by 35-45 kJ/ mol and is further away from 

the experimentally recorded energy. Therefore X-only was used for further studies 

unless otherwise stated. Figure 4.1 shows a few examples of the difference between 

using X-only or VWN as the local part of the XC-functional.

Br-140
Exp.

-180 /  X-only

/  VWN^  -220

-260

-300

F igu re  4.1: Difference between X-only and VWN as the LDA option using two 

common GGA functionals and the QZ4P basis set. Red=BP8 6 , 

green=PW91.

The search for the most suitable gradient corrected functional turned out to 

be more difficult than that for the most suitable local functional. One of the key
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experimental facts is that F2 has a weaker bond than CI2, and hence one way to 

determine which functional is best suited for this study is to look at the calculated 

difference in energy between F2 and CI2. Experimentally F2 is 85 kJ/m ol weaker 

than CI2 . Any combination with LYP as the GGA correlation functional resulted 

in F2 being almost equal or greater in bond energy than GI2. The same was found 

when PBEx was used as exchange functional with Perdew’s 1986 or Perdew and 

Wang’s 1991 correlation corrections. These combinations were therefore discarded 

and not considered for further studies. The other tested functionals (BP86, BPBEc, 

BPW91C, PW86xP86, PW86xPBEc, PW86xPW91c, PW91xP86, PW91xPBEc and 

PW91) resulted in the bond energy of F2 being 5-21 kJ/m ol less negative than 

CI2. Even though the calculated difference in bond energy between F 2 and GI2 

was significantly smaller than the experimental value, the correct trend where F2 is 

weaker than CI2 is reproduced.

From figure 4.2, which shows the bond energy obtained using the functionals that 

predict F2 to be weaker than CI2 , it can be seen that the X-only LDA option with 

Becke’s exchange correlation combined with any of the three correlation corrections 

(PW91c, Perdew or PBEc) gives a good estimation of the bond energy for GI2 but 

overestimates the energy for F2, Br2 and I2. The best XG-functionals for Br2 was 

found to be the X-only option PW86x^ with any of PW91c, Perdew or PBEc’s 

correlation corrections. However, these combinations of functionals overestimate 

the energy of F2 and I2 and underestimate the energy for GI2. Using PW91x as the 

exchange functional causes overbinding for all of the molecules independent of the 

correlation corrections applied. However, all nine combinations seen in figure 4.2 

were considered accurate enough for further studies.

Table 4.3 shows the calculated bond lengths th a t are obtained by employing
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I

-140 1
Exp.

-160 -
PW86x
Becke

-180 -
PW91x

-200 -

-220 -

-240 -

-260

F igure  4.2: A selection of calculated bond energies for X2 (X=F, Cl, Br, I) 

using different GGA functionals with X-only for the LDA part. 

Blue=Perdew, red=PBEc and green=PW91c.
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Table 4.3: Selection of calculated bond lengths (Â) using different XC-functionals.

X-only was used for the LDA part of the XC-functional.
Exchange-correlation functional F2 CI2 Br2 I2

Experiment aP^ 1.412 1.988 2.281 2.667

PW86x/PW91c 1.456 2.059 2.377 2.772
PW86x/Perdew 1.456 2.062 2.380 2.783
PW86x/PBEc 1.455 2.057 2.374 2.775

Becke/PW91c 1.438 2.045 2.350 2.741
Becke/Perdew 1.437 2.049 2.353 2.745
Becke/PBEc 1.436 2.043 2.347 2.738

PW91x/PW91c 1.436 2.043 2.346 2.737
PW91x/Perdew 1.435 2.046 2.349 2.740
PW91x/PBEc 1.434 2.040 2.343 2.732

the nine combinations of functionals discussed in the previous paragraph. It should 

be noted that using the VWN functional for the local part results in shorter bond 

lengths than the X-only option and therefore resulted in more accurate bond lengths, 

ffowever, since the bond energy was so poorly represented using that functional, X- 

only was considered to be a better method for further studies.

Using the PW86x exchange functional results in the least accurate bond lengths 

for all discussed diatomic halogens regardless of the correlation functional employed. 

The best estimate of the bond lengths is obtained using the PW91x or Becke ex

change functionals. The differences in the calculated bond lengths between these 

two exchange functionals are small, independent of which correlation functional is 

applied. Therefore, both of these exchange functionals were used in further studies 

together with the PW91c, PBEc and Perdew options for the correlation corrections, 

and the PW86 exchange functional was discarded and not considered further.

Table 4.4 shows the vibrational frequencies for the diatomic halogen molecules.
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Table 4.4: Selection of calculated vibrational frequencies (cm using different

XC-functionals. X-only was used for the LDA part of the XC-functional.
Exchange-correlation functional F2 CI2 Br2 I2

ExperimentaP® 917 560 325 215

Becke/PW91c 947 505 296 198
Becke/Perdew 954 502 294 197
Becke/PBEc 951 507 297 199

PW91x/PW91c 954 508 298 199
PW91x/Perdew 959 505 296 198
PW91x/PBEc 958 511 299 200

Both of the considered exchange functionals, PW91x and Becke, result in vibrational 

frequencies that are too high for F2 (by 30-42 cm” )̂ and that are too low for CI2 

(by 49-58 cm“ ^), Br2 (by 26-31 cm~^) and I2 (by 15-18 cm“ ^). The best result for 

F2 was obtained using a combination of Becke’s exchange corrections and PW91c’s 

correlation corrections whereas the most accurate frequencies for the other halogens 

(CI2, Br2 and I2) were obtained using the PW91x’s exchange corrections and PBEc’s 

correlation corrections. Given that no functional combination does a good job of 

calculating the bond energy for F2, it was decided to go with the combination of 

functionals that best reproduced the bond energies, bond lengths and vibrational 

frequencies of the other diatomic halogens. Therefore the X-only/PW91x/PBEc 

combination was used for further calculations unless otherwise stated.

4 .2 .2  B asis Set

The all electron ZORA relativistic basis sets for the halogens which are avail

able in the ADF program are double-zeta (DZ), triple-zeta plus one polarisation 

(TZP), triple-zeta plus two polarisations (TZ2P) and quadruple-zeta plus four po
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larisations (QZ4P). Table 4.5 shows the experimentally recorded X2 bond energies 

and the calculated bond energies using these four different basis sets with the X- 

only/PW 91x/PBEc functional. The only basis set that gives a good energy for F2 

is DZ, but this also results in the worst agreement for CI2 , Br2 and I2 and does 

not reproduce the general trend in bond energy (Cl2<B r2< F 2< l2)- A much better 

agreement for all halogens but F2 was given when employing a basis set that in

cluded at least one polarisation function (TZP). TZ2P and QZ4P gave very similar 

results, which would indicate that there is a basis set saturation at the TZ2P level. 

The best overall bond energy was obtained with the TZP basis set but, pre-empting 

the following section, it should be noted that, for the heavier molecules, spin-orbit 

coupling will make the bond energy less negative and thus cause a TZP basis set to 

underbind Br2 and I2. It was therefore decided to use the QZ4P basis set, which are 

‘intended for near basis set limit calculations on small systems’, according to the 

ADF User’s Guide.

Table 4.5: Bond energies (kj/mol) obtained using different basis sets. No spin- 

orbit coupling was included.
Basis set F2 CI2 Br2 I2

Experimental^ -154 -239 -190 -149

QZ4P -237 -252 -215 -187
TZ2P -233 -251 -217 -188
TZP -223 -236 -200 -152
DZ -159 -141 -139 -120
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4 .2 .3  Sp in-O rbit C oup ling

The inclusion of spin-orbit coupling will affect the heavy halogens more than the 

lighter halogens. Using the QZ4P basis set and different XC-functionals it was 

observed that the effect of including spin-orbit coupling at the already optimised 

geometry is only 3.3-3.8 kJ/m ol for the bond energy of F 2, but 49.0-51.9 kJ/m ol 

for the bond energy of U (Note that these spin-orbit coupling results are derived 

from spin-orbit coupling calculations on both the X2 molecules and the basic atom 

fragments). The corresponding values for CI2 and Br2 are 7.5 and 26.4-28.9 kj/m ol. 

The bond energies of CI2, Br2 and I2 obtained for the two largest basis sets, QZ4P 

and TZ2P, are reduced and therefore improved by the inclusion of spin-orbit coup

ling. This is not the case for the TZP basis set, which gives better results without 

accounting for spin-orbit coupling.

It is currently only possible to implement spin-orbit coupling in single-point 

calculations, not in geometry optimisations. To investigate the effect of spin-orbit 

coupling on the geometries and the corresponding bond energies of the halogens, a 

series of single-point calculations (using the QZ4P basis set) was carried out close 

to the scalar geometry optimised minima. The bond lengths for the three lightest 

molecules, F2-Br2, were, more or less, unaffected by spin-orbit coupling. On the 

other hand, the bond length of I2 was slightly longer (2.75-2.77 Â) than the one 

obtained from a normal geometry optimisation (2.73 Â) and therefore further away 

from the experimental value (2.67 Â). However, this change in geometry due to 

spin-orbit coupling gives rise to little or no difference in the bond energy.
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4.2.4 Conclusions

The well-known problem of reproducing the bond energy in F2 has once again proven 

to be difficult and the F2 experimental energy is reproducible by the ADF code only 

at the cost of accuracy of the other halogen molecules. The QZ4P basis set combined 

with the X-only, PW91 exchange and PBE correlation functionals has given the best 

general fit to the bond energy, bond lengths and vibrational frequencies. Table 4.6 

shows a summary of the results obtained with these parameters. The best values 

obtained for the bond energies (scalar geometry optim.H-SOC s.p.+ZPE) leave F2 

overbound by 73 kJ/mol, but are very good for the heavier X2 , and the abnormal 

trend in the bond energy of the halogens (i.e. that CI2 has a stronger bond than 

F2) is reproduced. This is also found to be the case at the scalar geometry optim

ised level (F2: -237, CI2: -252). Thus, both the DFT method and basis set were 

considered to be sufficiently reliable for further studies (especially the energy de

composition analysis) on this group of molecules and all further calculations were 

carried out using the above-mentioned parameters (the X-only, PW91 exchange and 

PBE correlation with the QZ4P basis set) without correcting for spin-orbit coupling 

or zero-point energy.

4.3 P opulation  A nalysis

One recurring explanation for the abnormally low bond energy in F2 is, as has 

been mentioned earlier, that of d-orbital hybridisation effects. Both Mulliken^^ and 

Pauling^^ stated that the small hybridisation in F2 causes the repulsion effect of 

the lone pairs to be greater than in the more hybridised heavier molecules (see 

section 4.1). As table 4.7 shows, there is little hybridisation in any valence orbitals,
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Table 4.6: Bond lengths, to ta l bonding energies and frequencies calculated using

the X-only/PW91x/PBE c functional and QZ4P basis set.
Bond lengths (A) F2 CI2 Br2 I2

ExperimentaP® 1.412 1.988 2.281 2.667
Scalar Geometry optim. 1.434 2.040 2.343 2.732
SOC optim. 1.42-1.44 2.04-2.05 2.34-2.36 2.75-2.77

Total Bonding Energy (kJ/mol) F2 CI2 Br2 I2

Experimental^ -154 -239 -190 -149
Scalar Geometry optim. -237 -252 -215 -187
Scalar Geometry optim.+SOC s.p. -233 -244 -186 -135
SOC optim. -233 -244 -186 -136
Scalar Geometry optim.+ZPE -231 -249 -213 -186
Scalar Geometry optim.+SOC s.p. -227 -241 -184 -134
+ZPE

Frequencies (cm F2 GI2 Br2 I2

ExperimentaP® 917 560 325 215
Geometry optim. 958 511 299 200
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Table 4.7: % contribution to  valence tt^, tTu  and a  g MOs. Minimum contribution

1% .
MO F2 CI2 Br2 I2

.̂<7 99p 98.9p, 2.Id 99.2p, 1.7d 99.6p, 1.5d
'̂ u 99.4p 97.5p, 2.5d 98.2p, 1.8d 97.6p, 1.8d
^9 93.Op, 6.5s 91.4p, 8.0s, 1.2d 94.9p, 4.7s 94.6p, 4.4s

especially in tt  ̂ and Hu orbitals. It is thus extremely unlikely that the weak bond 

energy of F2 is due primarily to hybridisation effects, although they might make a 

slight contribution to the observed abnormalities.

4.4 Energy D ecom position

ADF uses the the Ziegler-Rauk decomposition scheme (see section 1.8.2) to divide 

the bond energy into three major parts: the electrostatic energy (jĝ istat̂  ̂ the Pauli 

repulsion energy and the orbital interaction energy

In order to gain some insight, not only into the different energy terms at the 

equilibrium bond distance but also into how they vary with the bond length, linear 

transit calculations were carried out at 0.01 Â intervals in r(X-X). Note that in 

a diatomic molecule a linear transit calculation as the sole geometric variable is 

effectively an automated series of single point calculations. Figure 4.3 shows the 

variation of the bonding energy and its component parts for F2 as the bond length 

changes. is negative and as r(X-X) shortens, becomes increasingly

stabilised. But at r~0.7 Â the nucleus-nucleus repulsion begins to dominate and 

the electrostatic energy becomes more positive. The orbital interaction energy on the 

other hand is always negative and is more stabilised as the bond distance decreases.
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F ig u re  4.3: Decomposition of the bond energy, E, in F2 when changing the F- 

F bond distance. F®^®^^*=electrostatic energy; F^^'^^^=Pauli repulsion 

energy; F°^=orbital interaction energy.

This is the opposite behaviour to the Pauli repulsion energy, which is always positive 

and becomes more repulsive as the bond distance decreases. The result of all these 

energy terms is the total bonding energy, E, which is quite small in comparison to the 

individual terms. As seen in figure 4.3, E  changes from zero, at long bond distances, 

to a minimum at the equilibrium bond distance, and then becomes destabilised at 

shorter bond distances. These energy trends in the total energy and its component 

terms are the same for all diatomic halogen molecules.

Figure 4.4 shows the bond energies and its component terms for all four invest

igated halogen molecules at their equilibrium bond distances. It can be seen that 

the electrostatic energy mirrors the trend in the total bond energy when going from 

F2 to I2. Indeed, it is the only energy term which does not show an almost lin-
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F igure  4.4: Energy decomposition analysis terms at equilibrium bond distance.
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ear trend along the halogen series. This suggests that the origin of the weak F-F 

bond lies within the electrostatic energy. This is in agreement with the findings of 

Caldow and Coulson^^ (see section 4.1) who suggested that the unusually weak F-F 

bond comes from abnormalities in all three electrostatic terms (Qee, Qnn and Çen)- 

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, it is not possible to extract the indi

vidual contributions to from the ADF program. However, the nucleus-nucleus

repulsion can be easily obtained using equation 4.2.

AV-„ = E  (4-2)
^aj3

Contrary to what Caldow and Coulson found, the calculation using equation 4.2 

results in a steady increase in the nucleus-nucleus repulsion when going from Fg to 

I2. This difference is due to electron screening. Whereas I did not take any electron 

screening into account Caldow and Coulson incorporated it in their calculation by 

using the effective nuclei charge, Zgff. Since the present calculated trend in nucleus- 

nucleus repulsion shows no anomalies, it was believed that the deviation in the 

electrostatic energy lay in one of the other two terms. It is known that when the 

densities pa and pp approach each other and begin to overlap, the electron-electron 

repulsion term will decrease and at very short bond distances it is more or less 

i ns i gn i f i can t .The  AO overlap matrix has been calculated and table 4.8 shows 

the sum of all the overlaps between the two halogen atoms. It is clear that both 

the electrostatic energy and the total overlap follow approximately the same trend, 

in which CI2 has the largest absolute value. This is consistent with the idea that 

the electron-electron repulsion is larger than would be expected for F2 since the 

atom /atom  overlap is not as large as the CI2-I2 trend would indicate. This increase 

in electron/ electron repulsion accounts for the reduction in £;®istat fj-om CI2 to F2.
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Table 4.8: Sum of all overlaps in the <9-matrix and the electrostatic energy for F 2,

CI2 , Br2 and I2 at t' leir equilibrium bond distance.
F2 CI2 Br2 I2

S
j êlstat

11.1 13.4 11.3 11.5 
-373 -438 -380 -347

If the small total overlap is the reason for the abnormally low bond energy in 

F2, one might ask why is the bond length not shorter. This would then increase the 

overlap and, as shown in figure 4.3, would give a more negative electrostatic energy.

If we for a moment leave the halogens and instead look at the neighbouring 

chalcogen series in which no abnormalities in the bond energy trend are seen, we 

might get some answers to our question. Table 4.9 shows the optimised bond lengths 

and the electrostatic energy for the first three diatomic molecules in the chalcogen 

series and the halogen series. The difference in bond length between CI2 and S2 

and between Br2 and Sc2 is approximately 0.1  Â, whereas the difference between 

F2 and O2 is 0.19 Â. Looking at it from a simplistic viewpoint, one can say that 

going from the diatomic chalcogen molecules to the corresponding halogen molecule 

will give an increase in the bond distance of 0.1 Â. The ‘extra’ 0.09 Â increase 

that F 2 experiences must be due to something else. If the F-F bond were 0.09 Â 

shorter, i.e. 1.34 Â, the electrostatic energy would be -531 kJ/m ol (see table 4.10) 

and thus follow the same trend as the other halogens; the heavier the halogen the 

less negative the electrostatic energy. Thus, there must be something in the Pauli 

repulsion energy or the orbital interaction energy that causes the equilibrium bond 

length to be at the longer, less-electrostatic-advantageous, value.

Table 4.10 shows the changes in the energy decomposition analysis terms for F2 

when going from the equilibrium bond length (1.43 Â) to 1.34 Â. It can be seen that
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Table 4.9: Optimised bond distance r  (Â) and electrostatic energy (kJ/mol) for the 

first three diatomic molecules in the chalcogen series and the halogen 

series.
F2 CI2 Br2 O2 S2 Se2

^elstat -373 -438 -380 -904 -691 -581
r 1.43 2.04 2.34 1.24 1.94 2.23

Table 4.10: Energy decomposition of the bond energy (kJ/mol) for F2 at different 

bond distances.
E ^elstat ^Pauli £;oi

r=1.43 -331 -373 1246 -1203
r=1.34 -314 -531 1805 -1588
A +17 -158 +559 -385

the largest change with decreasing the bond length occurs in This change

is destabilising and results in a less negative bond energy of the F2 molecule when 

decreasing the bond length.

Bickelhaupt and Baerends note that the overlap of the separate fragments strongly 

affects the kinetic energy component of the Pauli repulsion e n e r g y . A s  it is this 

component that is responsible for the overall destabilisation in the exchange repul

sion as the bond length is shortened, the total Pauli repulsion energy becomes more 

repulsive the more the fragments overlap. Figure 4.5 shows the Pauli repulsion en

ergy together with the total X /X  overlap as a function of the bond distance. It can 

be seen that the change in overlap as a function of the bond distance over the r 

scale used is greatest in F2 (black solid line). As a result, the total Pauli repulsion 

energy as a function of the bond distance also changes most rapidly in F2. This is 

presumably a result of the compact nature of the F atom. This steep increase in
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F igu re  4.5: Pauli repulsion energy (hashed line) and total overlap (solid line) as a 

function of change in bond length from rgqm-

overlap and thus in the Pauli repulsion energy causes an energy wall that prohibits 

the F-F bond distance from being any shorter than 1.43 Â and consequently the F2 

bond is weaker than expected.
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4.5 C onclusions

In this study a detailed discussion of how modern density functional methods ad

dress the weakness of the F2 bond has been presented. The bond energy and its 

electrostatic, Pauli and orbital contributions have been investigated as a function of 

r(X-X) using the Ziegler-Rauk scheme. The main conclusions are as follows:

1. There is little evidence that hybridisation of d-orbitals contributes significantly 

to the abnormalities seen in the bond energy in the halogen series.

2 . At the optimised bond distance, and show an almost linear trend

from I2-^F 2 whereas mimics the bond energy (F2<Cl2>Br2>%2).

of F2 is approximately 125 kJ/m ol weaker that would be expected on extra

polation of the I2—>Cl2 data and hence suggests that the weakness in the bond 

energy lies here. It is suggested that the unexpected low value of for F2

arises from larger electron-electron repulsion at r^qm compared to the heavier 

dihalogens.

3. The surprisingly small value of for F2 is due to the long F-F bond. 

The calculations indicate that there is an electrostatic driving force toward a 

shorter F-F bond.

4. The long F-F bond is a result of the kinetic energy component of which

produces a significantly larger destabilisation in the total energy in F2 around 

reqm than in the other X2 molecules. cannot compensate for this change

and the result is an inner wall of the potential well occurring at a longer bond 

distance for F2 than would be predicted from the other diatomic halogens.
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5. The greater rate of increase in for F2 as the bond distance is decreased

is due to the greater change in X-X atomic overlap as a function of r  in F2 

compared with the heavier X2 molecules.

These conclusions are therefore partly in agreement with most inorganic text

books where the weakness of the F2 bond is usually attributed to large electron- 

electron r e p u l s i o n . H o w e v e r ,  it should be stated that this is in turn due to the 

behaviour of the Pauli repulsion and hence that the weak F2 bond is a quantum 

mechanically-driven electrostatic effect.

During the course of writing up this project it came to my attention that Es- 

terhuysen and Frenking have approached the problem of the nature of the chemical 

bond in molecules from group 15, group 17, CO and BF using the Ziegler-Rauk en

ergy decomposition scheme as implemented in the ADF p r o g r a m . T h e y  concluded 

that the weakness in the F2 bond is due to a rather large Pauli repulsion energy, as 

I have shown. This result is clearly comforting as well as being of considerable in

terest, as it stems from the only study to date which employs the same methodology 

as mine.
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Chapter 5 

Investigations of the Potential 

Energy Surface of the CIO + HO2 

Reaction

5.1 Introduction

The reaction between the chlorine monoxide (CIO) and the hydroperoxy radical 

(HO2) is important in atmospheric chemistry as it is believed to be involved in the 

destruction of ozone in the middle and lower stratosphere. The destruction cycle is:

CIO +  HOg-^HOCl +  O2 
HOCl +  h u ^Q l + OH 

Cl +  Og^ClO +  O2 
OH T O3—>-H02 T O2

2 O 3—> 3 0 2

The reaction of CIO with HO2 has several possible reaction channels, although 

the channel (shown above), which leads to the formation of HOCl and O2, is believed
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to be the most important. Other possible reaction paths are shown in table 5.1. The 

reaction giving HCl and O3 is exothermic but it has not been possible to observe 

the product ozone so far in experimental studies.

A,H (298K)/kJ m ol-i (“)

CIO +  HO2 - CIOO +  OH 12
OCIO -H OH 25
HOCl +  O2 -191
HCIO -k O2 71
HCl -b O3 -62

“ see reference 74-76

HOCl has a long lifetime and acts as a chlorine ‘reservoir’ which decreases the 

ozone destruction but, on the other hand, HOCl can undergo photo dissociation to 

form OH and Cl (as shown above), which accelerates the ozone destruction.

Experimental results show that the CIO +  HO2 reaction has complicated tem

perature dependence which suggests that the reaction takes place via one or more 

intermediates, but these are difficult to isolate and observe experimentally due to 

their short lifetimes.^^'^^ Therefore a number of computational studies have been 

carried out in recent years, using different levels of theory. Mozurkevich was the 

first to approach the problem computationally by carrying out a series of RRKM 

(Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus) calculations on reactions of HO2 with different 

radicals.*® He found that the CIO -f HO2 reaction is most likely to take place 

through direct attack on the hydrogen by CIO to form HOCl and O2.

Toohey and Anderson calculated the reaction between HO2 and a number of 

atoms and radicals using UHF and MP2.*^ They found that under Cg symmetry 

constraints the CIO -|- HO2 —> HOCl 4- O2 reaction may have two mechanisms
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on the triplet reaction surface; at low temperatures the CIO radical attacks the 

terminal oxygen of the bent HO2 and forms a cyclic intermediate, whereas at high 

temperatures there is a direct attack on the hydrogen atom.

Buttar and Hirst studied both the triplet and singlet reaction surfaces of the CIO 

+  HO2 reaction without any symmetry constraints using RHF/UHF and MP2.®  ̂

They found that it was important to include correlation to be able to determine the 

saddle points correctly. On the triplet surface they found an intermediate from direct 

attack on the hydrogen atom as described by Toohey and Anderson. The forward 

path from this intermediate lead to the products HOCl and O2 and the backward 

path resulted in a local minimum with a very low activation barrier. Buttar and 

Hirst found a singlet reaction surface that was more complex than the triplet surface. 

The multistep reaction takes place through CIO attacking the terminal oxygen to 

form a loosely bound intermediate, from which the hydrogen migrates to the CIO 

radical through a number of intermediates. The final product was found to be the 

same as on the triplet surface but with singlet oxygen, i.e. HOCl and O2.

Nickolaisen et al. carried out calculations using a mixture of hybrid DFT (B3LYP) 

and coupled cluster methods to see if they could find any reaction path leading to 

the formation of HCl and Og.^  ̂ The singlet reaction surface that they found was 

even more complex than that found by Buttar and Hirst and consisted of three 

different paths. The most energetically favourable channel was similar to the path 

found at the RHF and MP2 levels of theory; the chlorine attacks the oxygen to form 

HOOCIO and then forms a cyclic intermediate before finally falling apart into the 

products HOCl and O2 . The other two channels first form the very stable HOOOCl. 

This can then either form a cyclic intermediate before forming the products HCl and 

O3, or form a cyclic intermediate which excludes the chlorine and then forms the
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products HOCl and O2. The activation barriers for these two channels are very high 

and the reaction is therefore not likely to take place through either of these paths. 

They found the triplet surface to be consistent with previous findings at UHF and 

MP2 level of theory.

Almost simultaneously to Nickolaisen et al, Kaltsoyannis and Rowley carried out 

calculations of both the singlet and triplet energy surfaces at the CCD//CCSD(T) 

level of theory using the 6-3110** basis set.®  ̂ The most favourable reaction path 

found by Nikolaisen et al, the formation of HOCl and 0 2 (^A) via the HOOCIO 

minimum, was found by coupled cluster theory to be unlikely to occur due to the 

high activation barrier (74 kJ/mol). The results obtained by Kaltsoyannis and 

Rowley will be discussed more in detail in section 5.3, as they are used as a starting 

point in this study.

To summarise the previous published computational results discussed above, it 

can be said that, independent of the level of theory, the formation of HOCl and O2 

on the triplet surface is found to be the most favourable path.

To my knowledge, no purely DFT-based calculations have previously been car

ried out on the CIO -I- HO2 energy potential surface. Considering the computational 

benefits of using DFT compared to the much more expensive CCD//CCSD(T), it 

was interesting to see how well DFT performs and if it could be used for getting ap

proximate starting structures for higher level ab initio calculations. Studies of other 

energy potential surfaces using DFT have shown that LDA methods are unreliable 

and should be used with caution, if at all.^ GGA methods can give better results 

but the energy barriers are usually underestimated.
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5 .2  C om putational D etails

All calculations were carried out using the geometries found at the CCD level of 

theory as starting geometries, without any symmetry constraints.®^

All calculations using the ADF program were carried out using all-electron triple- 

zeta Slater type basis sets with one polarisation function (TZP) together with the 

Becke Perdew XC-functional (BP8 6 ) unless otherwise stated. Scalar relativistic 

corrections were included via the ZORA method. The ADF numerical integration 

parameter was set to 5, and the energy gradient convergence criterion was set to 

1*10“ ^̂ au/Â  in all geometry optimisations. The default settings were used for 

frequencies and IRC calculations.

All calculations using the Gaussian 98 program®® were carried out using the 

default settings with the BP86  XC-functional and the 6-3IIG** basis sets. No 

relativistic effects were included.
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5.3 Studies o f th e  P oten tia l Energy Surface using  

th e  A D F  Program

5.3 .1  S ing let Surface

Three different paths are found on the singlet surface at the CCD level of theory (see 

figure 5.1).®  ̂ By using DFT, as implemented in the ADF program, all minima found 

by Kaltsoyannis and Rowley could be found but none of the transition states could 

be readily obtained. To establish if the problems in finding the transition states 

were due to the choice of exchange-correlation functional and basis set, a number 

of different XC-functionals (SVWN, BVWN, SLYP, BLYP and BP8 6 ) as well as 

different sizes of basis set (DZ, DZP and TZP) were employed. The high-energy 

transition state, t s l  (see figure 5.2), could be found when employing a small basis 

set (DZ) with any of the above mentioned functionals. If a polarisation function was 

added to the basis set (DZP) the transition state search showed sensitivity towards 

the choice of XC-functional in that t s l  could not be found when using the BVWN 

functional. By increasing the basis set further to the TZP level this sensitivity is 

enhanced and the transition state could only be obtained with the LDA or the SLYP 

functionals. This would suggest that a small basis set such as DZ is more stable for 

locating t s l  than a bigger basis set.

In the search for ts5 (see figure 5.2), the basis set and XC-functional were altered 

as above for t s l  but the result of these alterations did not show any similarities 

with the trend seen in the search for t s l .  When employing the DZ basis set, no 

transition state could be found independent of the choice of XC-functional and the 

calculations aborted while using electron smearing. Including a polarisation function
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(DZP) gave a somewhat better result and a transition state could be found when 

employing either the BP86  or the BLYP functional. The TZP basis set showed 

further improvement and transition states were found when using any of the applied 

XC-functionals. Contrary to what is observed in the search for t s l ,  the larger TZP 

basis set now show more stability than the smaller DZ and DZP basis sets. This 

indicates that there is no specific trend in transition state searches like these, but 

only random results.

The search for the remaining transition states (ts2, ts3 and ts4  (see figure 5.2)) 

were carried out using only the parameters mentioned in section 5.2, i.e. the TZP 

basis set in conjunction with the BP86  functional. The first two of these transition 

states, ts2 and ts3, could not be found at all whereas ts4  was obtained and verified 

by its vibrational frequencies.

The IRC calculations from the transition states also proved to be problematic. 

Most points along the path corresponding to the imaginary mode of t s l  (1524i 

cm“  ̂ with the DZ basis set) did not converge and the final result was two almost 

identical structures which bore resemblance to the m in 2  obtained by Kaltsoyannis 

and Rowley (see figure 5.2). As a result no path from other stationary points can 

be traced to this transition state. The IRC calculation on ts4  proved to be even 

less successful and the calculation halted almost immediately due to problems with 

the electronic configuration. In an attempt to overcome this problem, the electronic 

configuration was frozen for a number of scf cycles but this only resulted in an non- 

Aufbau configuration as soon as this constraint was loosened and the process halted 

again.

The IRC calculations from ts5 showed once again a dependence on the choice of 

basis set and XC-functional. A problem similar to that seen for t s l  was observed for
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ts5 when employing the DZP basis set, that is, two almost identical structures were 

found on both sides of the transition state. Both paths now lead to a minimum that 

either resembles m in i (see figure 5.2) or the products, HCl and O3 . This problem 

was also observed when the bigger TZP basis set was employed in conjunction with 

the BLYP functional. However, this bigger basis set in conjunction with the BP8 6  or 

the VWN functional yielded a forward path that lead to the dissociated products of 

HCl and O3 and a backward path that lead to a minimum. This minimum (minA) 

is similar to m in i found by Kaltsoyannis and Rowley but with the hydrogen and the 

chlorine in cis conformation instead of trans (figure 5.3(a)). The transition state 

(see figure 5.3(b)) is almost identical to ts5 found by Kaltsoyannis and Rowley, 

and will hereafter be referred to as tsB  to avoid confusion. The cited energies and 

geometries for tsB  will be those obtained with the TZP basis set and the BP86 

functional.

01
02

A c i

(a) minA (b) tsB

Figure 5.3: Ball and stick representations of the stationary points on the CIO +  

HO2 singlet potential energy surface.

In figure 5.4 the only reaction path that could be found on the singlet potential 

energy surface is presented. Whereas ts5 (figure 5.1) was found to be less stable 

than the reactants by 26 kJ/ mol, tsB  is more stable that the reactants by 34 kJ/ mol. 

This difference should have a drastic effect on the kinetics of this reaction in that no 

activation energy is needed for the hydrogen abstraction of H by CIO from HO2 at the
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DFT level of theory and an increase in temperature would slow down the reaction, 

i.e. negative temperature dependence. Experimental studies of this reaction channel 

have shown that the ratio of HCI+O3 increases at lower temperatures.”̂®’ A path 

to the products H0 C1+ 0 2 (^A), which at the CCD//CCSD(T) level of theory were 

found to be more stable than the HCI+O3 products, could not be found by using 

DFT.
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5 .3 .2  T riplet Surface

Kaltsoyannis and Rowley found, at the CCD//CCSD(T) level of theory, that the 

reaction on the triplet surface takes place via a loosely bound intermediate (min4, 

figure 5.5), which dissociates to HOCl and 0 2 (^S) via t s 6  (see figure 5.1 and 5.5).^^ 

However, using DFT no intermediate structure analogous to min4 could be found 

on the triplet surface. A transition state search for t s 6  and a minimum energy 

search for min4 produced unconverged geometries tending towards the products 

HOCl and O2.

03 03
0 1

min4 ts6

Figure 5.5: Ball and stick representations of the stationary points on the CIO +  

HO2 triplet potential energy surface as obtained at CCSD(T) level of 

theory.

In order to probe this further, single point calculations were performed, using 

the geometric parameters of t s 6  and changing the 01-H distance stepwise. These 

showed no stationary point but a steadily stabilised energy from r(O l-H )=0.8-1.4 

Â. At longer distances than 1.4 Â, the energy is quickly destabilised again due to 

the hydrogen being forced too close to the 03 atom. At r(01-H )=1.4 Â the H-03 

distance is 1.01 Â. At the CCD level of theory t s 6  has an 01-H distance of 1.07 Â 

(indicated by the arrow in figure 5.6). The same type of single point calculations 

with the geometric parameters of min4 caused problems with electron smearing at 

01-H distances between 0.9 and 1.1 Â. This is the region in which min4 was found 

by Kaltsoyannis and Rowley to have its optimised geometry (r(O l-H)=0.97 Â, as 

indicated by the arrow in figure 5.6). These results, especially those obtained with
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the t s 6  structure, support the findings that no stationary points are present in the 

region of the DFT triplet surface and that the reactants proceed in a barrier less 

manner directly to HOCl and 0 2 (^E) (figure 5.4).

100
min4

I 5 0 -

â  0

f  - 5 0 -  
w

100 -

ts6

-150

0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.81

r(O l-H )

F igu re  5.6: The relative energy as a function of the 01-H distance using m in4 

(hashed line) or t s 6  (solid line) as the fixed geometry.

The activation barrier towards HOCl and 0 2 (^S) was found to be only 3 kJ/mol 

at the CCD//CCSD(T) level of theory (see figure 5.1) and since it is known that 

gradient corrected DFT methods somewhat underestimate energy barriers,^ this 

activation barrier would be expected to be even lower in a DFT calculation. This 

may well lead to dissociation to the products without any intermediates, which is 

exactly what is seen here.

The DFT products (HOCl and 0 2 (^S)) are found to be 174 kJ/m ol more stable 

that the reactants (CIO and HO2). This is a somewhat smaller stabilisation than 

was found by Kaltsoyannis and Rowley^^ who found the reaction enthalpy on the 

triplet surface to be 211 kJ/mol.
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5.4 Studies o f th e  P oten tia l E nergy Surface using  

th e  G aussian 98 Program

To investigate whether the problems with transition state searches and IRC calcu

lations that were described in the previous section are due to the ADF program’s 

inability to handle this type of radical reaction surface, or if it is a problem of DFT 

irrespective of the program used, an attempt to model the singlet potential energy 

surface using DFT (BP8 6 ) as implemented in Gaussian 98 was carried out.

By using the default settings, it was noted that, just as when using the ADF 

program, there are no problems in finding the minima that were found at the CCD 

level of theory. The problems arise in the transition state searches and the IRC 

calculations. T s l (figure 5.1) could be found and was confirmed by analysis of its 

vibrational frequencies, but the IRC calculation only found a structure similar to 

min2. This minimum was found on both sides of the transition state using IRC in 

ADF. In the other direction, Gaussian 98 encountered scf convergence problems.

Scf convergence problems were seen in the transition state searches for ts2 and 

ts3, consistent with ADF’s inability to find ts2 and ts3. An optimised structure 

was found for ts4  but it bore no resemblance to the ts4  obtained by Kaltsoyannis 

and Rowley. However, it was, just as t s l ,  confirmed as a transition state by its 

vibrational frequencies. The IRC calculation, resulted in a reaction path which, in 

both directions, found a structure with more or less the same geometry and energy 

as that of ts4. In ADF, no successful IRC path could be obtained for ts4.

The transition state search for ts5 found a stationary point which was confirmed 

as a transition state, but which looked like the dissociated product HCl and O3. The 

IRC calculation gave the same type of result as that observed for ts4, i.e. a path
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in both directions giving end products of similar geometries and energies as the 

transition state. The path via ts5  was the only reaction path that was found on the 

singlet surface using ADF.

Gaussian 98 therefore experiences similar problems to those seen in ADF for 

transition state searches and the following IRC calculations. This indicates that the 

problem lay within DFT itself and not its implementation in Gaussian 98 or ADF.
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5.5 Conclusions

Two reaction channels were found using DFT as implemented in the ADF pro

gram. They show that the reaction can take place either on the triplet surface, 

to form HOCl and 0 2 (^S) without any activation barrier being present and with 

the products being 174 kJ/m ol more stable than the reactants, or on the singlet 

surface, to form HCl and O3 via a transition state which is 34 kJ/m ol more stable 

than the reactants. The products on the singlet surface are stabilised by 65 kJ/m ol 

compared to the reactants. The experimental value of -191 kJ/m ol for the CIO -f 

HO2 HOCl +  O2 reaction corresponds well with the gain in energy calculated on 

the triplet surface (-174 kJ/mol).

Characterising the potential energy surface of the CIO H -  HO2 reaction using 

DFT proved difficult. Whereas the minima found at the CCD level of theory could 

easily be obtained using DFT, the transition state searches and IRC calculations 

proved more complicated. It was found that this was not a problem specific to 

the ADF program but the Gaussian 98 program showed similar problems. This 

suggests that DFT calculations of the potential energy surface of radical reactions 

are not reliable and should not be trusted without backup of data obtained from 

more reliable methods such as high level ab initio or hybrid DFT. Given that one 

of the aims of this study was to establish if DFT can be used for initial mappings 

of the potential energy surfaces of radical-radical reactions, the conclusion must 

emphatically be that it should not.
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A ppendix A

Procedure for the synthesis of 

N ,N ’-b is(phenyl)-l,6- 

bis(triisopropylsilyl)-hexa-l,5- 

diyne-3,4-diimine palladium  

dichloride (compound 3, 

chapter 3)

88  mg (0.15 mmol) N,N’-bis(phenyI)-l,6-bis(triisopropyIsilyl)-hexa-l,5-diyne-3,4-di- 

imine (1 ) and 27 mg (0.15 mmol) palladium dichloride were dissolved in dichloro- 

methane (20 mL) and refluxed for 15 hours. The solution was filtered through celite 

and the solvent was removed in vacuo. Any excess 1 was washed away with hexane 

to give the product as an orange solid (yield 54 mg, 0.07 mmol, 48 %).

IR: f/=2943 cm“  ̂ (s, C-H str.); 2865 cm~^ (s, C-H str.); 2152 cm“  ̂ (w, C=C 

str.)
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UVCCHsCls: Am.z(()=248 nm (22900); 298 nm (13400); 425 nm (12700) 

^H-NMR (CDCI3, 500 MHz): A=7.42(t, J=7.7, 4M, aromatic CH„), 7.34(t, 

J=7.4, 2H, aromatic CHp), 7.23(d, J=8.0, 4H, aromatic CHo), 0.95-0.76 (m, 42H, 

CH, CH3)

i^C-NMR (CDCI3, 125.8 MHz): A=155.1(C=N), 146.5(C-N), 129.0(aromatic 

CH), 128.6(aromatic CH), 123.1(aromaticCH), 119.9(C=C), 97.6(C=C), 18.4(CH3), 

10.9(CH)

MS(FAB+), m/z(%): 711(7.31)[M+AC1], 570(12.9)[DAD+3], 284(10.56)[DAD+/2] 

m.p.: 238-240°C
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